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Absti-qct 

This dissertation is about teaching and learning from a subjective perspective. The learning is 

self-reflective as I study my actions, and interpretations of them, with the aim of improving my 

practice by learning a new skill to use in my teaching. The skill, teaching using drama, and my 

approach are based in the theory of enactivism. The Discipline of Noticing and Action 

Research are used in combination to systematically reflect and analyse my experiences during 

a Drama in Education course. I compare the experience to surfing, another endeavour that is 

learnt by having the courage to go out and do it and learn from mistakes. 
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chapter 1 I nhodudion 

" tfie ulli!'erse cfuUlges cwfiell sOl1letftitlg as l1lilliscufe as a tflOUglit cfulfIges - Gecause tfiat 

tflOugfa is tlot mcrefy in tfw tl:tli!'crsc, it is part of tfw ulli!'erse. " 

1.1 First In-ho4udion 

I often find myself 

s 
t 
a 
n 
d 
i 
n 
g 

(mentis 1996 p.14 cititlg 'vlmli:t 'lIiompson am{1\9scflj 

on the beach watching 

the waves with trepidation. So many fears rolled into one moment that I couldn't say 

which is the greatest, or which is keeping me out of the water. Perhaps the real marvel is 

how often I do get in. Ignoring the male dominated waves, the size of them, the threat 

of sharks, the coldness of the water, what a clumsy oaf I feel walking in with big flipper 

feet, restrictive wetsuit and oversized pink floatation device / adrenalin tool/boogie 

board. Then I wonder why I resist when each venture brings such thrill, such a different 

perspective on the day. But I know. Confronting fears is no easy task, like going surfing, 

climbing mountains or writing a thesis. It seems so much easier to turn and run - why 

put myself through it all? But I know the answer to that too: What I learn will be so much 

greater. But I am still 
s 
t 
a 
n 
d 

n 
g ................. on the beach watching 

the waves, looking for an unridden one, wondering if there is space for me, if it will be 

made - because I am not a man and my research is not clearly either empirical or 

rational. While the majority paddle in wondering how many waves they will get or what 

the waves are like, I am wondering what I will learn and how. 

- 3 -
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1.2 who is Insiqe this Wetsuit ( 

As a youngster, teaching was not something I dreamed of doing, but rather something I 

stumbled into as a traveller wanting a way to continue my travels. Aiming for a 

postgraduate qualification in Teaching English as a Foreign Language, I studied 

Journalism with a focus on English and ended up working in the journalistic field, first 

locally then abroad. My husband found me a job teaching when visa problems 

demanded a change of situation. Little did I know what a life changer it would be. 

Teaching became my primary desire, and travelling secondary. I fell in love with the 

children I was teaching and was enthralled by the constant challenge to do better that 

these children inspired. Perhaps having seen some potentiat my employer endeavoured 

to nurture my development by charging the best teacher in the school with mentoring 

my development. We watched each other teach and spoke about each lesson and the 

children afterwards. Learning to teach in the East was a greater blessing than I realised. 

The fact that teachers are greatly respected provided a good environment and, as the 

demands on children are excessive, teachers need to create extremely creative and 

stimulating lessons to make learning more like play. The teachers I learnt from loved their 

work and were very good at what they did. I could not have asked for better role 

models. 

I believe in the interconnectivity of all things. My being in the water, my doing research, 

changes me, changes what I am researching, changes the world. Everyday teachers have 

an effect on learners 1 and they take that home with them or into the playground and 

inflict what they feel, what they have learnt in ways that makes one want to stay out of 

the water for fear of the possible consequences. Instead, most choose to ignore the 

effects of their influence and simply do what they can within their reach. I do not. I 

I From here onwards I refer to students in general as learners, and the university students I worked 

with as students, for clarity more than any other reason. 
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with my situation as actively as I can to make a positive contribution based on as much 

knowledge and experience as I can access. I chose to do this research, not primarily to 

contribute to a body of knowledge outside of myself but to contribute to my 

knowledge, improve my teaching practice on a daily basis, and through this have a 

greater impact on those that come into contact with me, especially learners. It starts and 

ends with me wanting to become a better teacher. 

1.3 How and why I Came to Experiential Research 

I came to this beach through the (waves I surfed I ) courses I did last year, in which we 

were exposed to ideas, which claimed I could be riding waves in another way with 

greater benefits for myself and those I interact with. Firstly, by being more aware of and 

in my practice, I could have more options in my daily exchanges and perhaps make 

more progress rather than repeating destructive and pointless pedagogical habits. This 

was related to theories of y How wou lei these thPrlril"<; work In 

learning through doing which 
pr<1dlce? 

were also linked to the use of drama in education. As first encountered in theory these 

ideas made sense to me, and emotionally the possibilities motivated, interested and 

excited me, but I wondered about the practical implementation and actual benefits. 

These encounters initiated the incentive for me to create a research situation in which I 

could test out these ideas. I decided to focus on my own learning in a context that 

would allow for experiential learning, specifically with regard to using Drama in 

Education. My reasons for walking into this sea this way are many and various. 

1.3.1 My Own Teiiching Journey 

7.3.1.1 Improving practice and {Jprson 

One way to extend my teaching was to learn another skill. I chose to learn to use drama 

in my teaching, which necessitated learning about drama as I had very little experience 

in the field. Another way was to become more aware of my practice, my learners, my 

- 5 -
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in the field. Another way was to become more aware of my practice, my learners, my 

impact, my goals and direction. By knowing myself better I would have a more solid 

frame from which to act upon and within the world. I believe the benefits of this would 

grow exponentially from every person I come into contact with as well as accelerating 

and enhancing my learning. Research is a form of learning and in any research, the 

person conducting it is likely to learn the most. To focus my area of research, and hence 

learning, on that which I felt will be of the most benefit, firstly to myself and then to 

others, seemed an obvious thing to do. 

1.3.1.2 Learning about Learning. 

Part of the benefit of using drama to teach is that it uses experiential methods of 

learning; learners enact what they are learning; they actually 'do' the information rather 

than simply trying to absorb it from hearing or writing about it. Similarly I am hoping to 

learn through the methodology of my study. By doing what I am learning I test on myself 

the theories I aim to work with and I can learn about what my learners go through when 

I create situations that enable them to do what they are learning. 

Coming from a government school, I was not ever exposed to much learning through 

action as a learner. This was however my main method of learning to teach in my own 

(and other teacher's) classrooms. That teachers feel they learn the most in their first year 

of teaching is well known. As a teacher with no experience or exposure, as a learner, to 

this method, I believed the most interesting way for me to learn how to use drama, 

would be to do an experiential learning course. By being aware to the extent that I re-

searched my experiences as I went through them, I could multiply the amount I learnt 

about learning, and teaching within the context of Drama in education. Kolb (as cited by 

Weil & McGill 1989 p.9) sees experiential learning as the process that links education, 

work and personal development. To me this research will be a continuous process 

linking my past experiences with present and future possibilities. Aspects of my initial 

research have generated questions as to what experiential learning is or should be. 

- 6 -
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7.3.1.3 A Diversity of Ways of Knowing and Learning 

Being comfortable in a post-modern world and frustrated by the perceived 

limitations of analytical approaches to thinking', I have a desire to explore 

other forms of knowledge and learning. "Cognitive science is waking up to 

the simple fact that just being there, immediate coping, is far from simple or 

reflexive. Immediate coping is, in fact, the real 'hard work' since it took the 

longest evolutionary time to develop" (Varela 1999 p.18). By trying to be 

aware of my learning while doing a course involving experiential learning, I 

put myself in a position to study my own immediate coping ability in a fairly 

unfamiliar environment. A class can not be planned down to every last 

"Philosophers and 
scientists who study 
the mind have grossly 
neglected skilled 
behavior, which is 
immediate, central and 
pervasive, in favor of 
exploring deliberate 
intentional analysis. To 
counter this imbalance 
we must impress upon 
ourselves how much 
of our lives is spent in 
skilled behavior -
working, moving, 
talking, eating - and 
how little is spent in 
deliberate intentional 
analysis." 
(Varela 1999 p.23) 

detail because so much depends on learners, their response and feedback. As a result, I 

constantly find myself in moments trying to (re)act appropriately (to cope) using what I 

know. This will facilitate my research about learning in general and specifically about my 

own learning as I notice and then attempt to work with and improve my coping abilities. 

1.3.2 The Teqchil7g <l/7e1 LeCltl7il7g Experiel7ce of Others 

1.3.2.1 Learning through Drama 

During a course on the Communicative Aspects ofT eaching, I presented a seminar on the 

use of Drama in Education. My research for the seminar started with the theories and 

stories of Dorothy Heathcote as presented by Wagner (1979) and included a variety of 

other practitioners using drama to teach. The outcomes of their stories astounded me, and 

the possibility that I could do the same inspired me to learn more about how to use drama 

in my teaching, and to discover whether the possibilities really are as great as some of the 

following suggestions: 

• Children learn better as they test out (for themselves) the knowledge being 

presented, by doing it. The medium is the human body which provides for a 

I See Chapter. 2 
- 7 -
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unique learning situation not found in many other learning frameworks, but 

extremely prevalent in life. Even in the other arts, such as music or visual art, the 

medium is outside of the body (Morris 2002). 

• Doing drama in a classroom is a social project. It points to and develops 

communication as children struggle to find and use the language needed to 

contribute to and develop the drama. In my preliminary research a first grade 

child stood up, looking at his fingers and holding the first as he made his point, 

then moving on to the next finger as he tried to articulate his second point and 

then progressing on to the third and fourth as he struggled to find the language 

(using his hands) to explain and remember all of his ideas, hoping they would be 

accepted and followed by the class. 

• Group work at solving problems teaches children to work together proactively. 

Maxine Greene, another lone female surfer, talks about, "creating situations in 

which diverse persons name what stands in the way of their becoming and their 

community" (Greene, 1991 p.42). If our desire is a just society, the people of 

our country need to be able to say what problems they face and then to work 

as a group, as a community, towards solving them. To be able to name barriers 

that we often do not even see takes a degree of critical thinking which needs to 

be developed alongside the necessary problem-solVing skills. Drama as a 

teaching method develops these abilities through acting out imagined situations 

in which obstacles or predicaments are spontaneously generated and then 

analysed and circumvented or resolved by the group. This is useful to a 

democratic country wanting active citizens. 

• Drama is the ideal tool for developing imagination and abstract thought because 

it works in the realm of the metaphorical, but with the human body. Primary 

school children are grounded in the concrete. Drama creates an imaginary 

situation where that situation becomes the concrete, allowing for hypothesising 

(Morris 2002). This ability to imagine and feel what it is like to be another is how 
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Through drama lithe 
one starts to treat others with lias much respect as which one treats world of fantasy and 

make believe finds a 
oneself' (Egan 1992:55). Through imagining they can be something disciplined outlet, and 

this helps clear the 
or someone else, children are more able to understand others' as confusion in the minds 

of many children 
well as their own experiences. This results in growth in the learner's betvveen fantasy and 

reality." 

understanding about human behaviour, themselves and the world (Morgan 1968:10) 

they live in. In reference to Dewey, Greene says, "Imagination, which is a 

cognitive capadty, is what frees persons to look at things as if they could be 

different ... young persons have to be aroused to stop and think on occasion. 

They have to be enabled to look through the windows of the actuat to perceive 

what might be, perhaps what ought to be" (Greene, 1991 p.14). 

• The power can shift, in the classroom, towards the learners as they direct the 

drama and learn to shape their own destiny rather than always following a 

teacher's directions. 

Learning occurs on so many levels: factual aspects about the tale they are enacting can 

be learnt on a deeper level because they are being enacted; social skills can be 

developed through the interactive and communicative skills needed for the group to 

solve a problem. Primarily, they learn to listen to each other and communicate their 

ideas. Although I do expect to discover something about these possibilities, they are my 

motivation and not the object of this dissertation. 

1.3.2.2 The Demands of Teaching with Drama. 

The new curriculum in South Africa requires the teaching of Drama. One of the 

outcomes of this study will be a measure of insight into how easy or difficult it is for 

experienced teachers to learn to use drama in their teaching having never done it 

before. (It does have to be born in mind that I approach this with dedication, desire to 

learn and the time to spend learning that many other teachers may not have.) Ultimately 

I would like to motivate other teachers to take a similar path and to teach by creating 

situations for learners to do what they are learning because I believe it is a fundamental 

way of learning. Research that presents facts and figures may impress teachers but in the 

9 
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same way that my readings of successful drama teaching situations have inspired me to 

venture this way, I hope my research I story will inspire other teachers to attempt a 

similar path. 

Experiential learning (or action research I learning as it is also referred to) seems to be a 

growing phenomenon. We learn well by doing things. It is easier to remember and 

theory is more meaningful after experience. Linked to this is the idea of using drama to 

teach, a method based on the theory. However, although drama has been used in this 

way for over a century, it is still an exclusive endeavour and I wonder why this is so. I 

believe more children deserve the opportunity to learn through doing, and the more 

research undertaken about this, the more likely it is that the practice will develop. 

13.23 Theoretical Contribution 

Although I do not attempt to create a theory of educational development, I hope that 

this study will contribute to the development of "a theory which can adequately 

describe and explain the educational development of individuals" for which Whitehead 

(1989 p8j appeals. My experiences up to the beginning of my research lead me to 

believe certain theories would make for good teaching practice. By exploring questions 

around these theories and how they operate, I will open the space for creating and 

substantiating a personal theory with regard to both teaching and learning in my own 

practice. This falls in line with Whitehead's (ibid. p.B) callan educational academics to 

"make a claim to know their development and subject it to public criticism." Zuber-

Skerrit (1993 p.49) believes "professionals should develop their own theories on which 

to base their practice and action." 

1.4 Missing WClves 

There seem to be many books providing guidelines for studying others on an 

experiential learning path, but I have not found many documenting researchers 

(specifically teachers) on their own experiential (action) learning path, especially with 

-10 
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regard to their learning a new teaching skill, with an even more extreme paucity focusing 

on the use of drama. The closest work I found is a paper titled Wo/a ndering through a 

Hall of Mirrors .. , A Meander through Drama Facilitation by Linds presented in a book 

containing papers presented at a conference in Canada called Unfolding Bodymind; 

Exploring Possibility Through Education (Edited by Hocking, Haskell & Unds, 2001). In it 

Linds explores the phenomena of his experiences facilitating improvised drama. His 

theoretical approach is very similar to what I aim for in terms of the "unlearning of the 

habits of mindlessness, and beginning to pay attention to what I am thinking I feeling I 

doing in the moment of (inter)action with others" (Linds 2001, p.16). His perspective 

however comes from 20 years of experience as a Drama facilitator. I aspire to his skill as 

a facilitator and observer of himself in the process and will quote from his writing. 

Whereas his paper "explores the phenomena of his experiences facilitating improvised 

drama," (ibid. p.16) as a qualified drama practitioner focusing on the fmer aspects of his 

awareness and learning through his facilitation, mine focuses on my learning as a 

beginner and this will be my contribution. 

It was a relief and an inspiration to find Unfolding Bodymind as the work is written in a 

way in which I like to write (with visual content contributing to the meaning of written 

words). It is based on theories I subscribe to (enactivism, holistic education etc). The 

book contains a number of papers on enactive learning through teaching but, as I said, 

nothing on the conscious learning of a new skill as a teacher, either experientially or 

otherwise. 

Research can have many results and it can have none. As a teacher, the ripple effect of 

improving my methods by learning another skill outweighs any other research I could 

imagine doing. But although learning another skill is not research, it is only one aspect of 

this dissertation, The research is in the conscious investigation of learning in general, and 

mine in particular as well as how that relates to my teaching and understandings of it. 

- 11 -
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In summary, three basic ideas got me into the sea to tackle the waves you'll read about 

in this paper. Firstly with regard to teaching, the importance of becoming and being 

aware as a teacher is a skill I wanted to work with and improve. Secondly using drama in 

teaching presents amazing possibilities and lastly, linked to that, the aspect of learning 

(about learning) through doing, which requires being aware. A wonderful hermeneutic 

circle in which each element shapes and is shaped by the others. 

- 12 -
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chqpter 2 Theoretic:ll F rq mework 

!£aucation is "a60ut sensitivity to ana tranifonnatioll il1 otfl£rs. 'IFI£ 01lfy certain pface to 

stana is in tfie most wzfiRJfy pface: oursefves" (:Mason 1994, p.5) 

2.1 No Tradition'll Mould 

As a female boogie boarder in the midst of male surfers or a researcher examining my 

own experiences, I do not fit into a traditional mould. By choosing to research my 

learning, I place myself within a subjective framework that rejects positivist notions of 

objectivity with regard to either passive analytical learning of facts or (re)searching 

external 'truths'. As Davis (1996 p. 18) cites Smith "a clear split between subjective 

thinking and objective thinking is ridiculous because my subjectivity gets it's bearing 

from the very world I take as my object." Through opening myself to an active 

negotiation of meaning and learning, I find myself working with interpretations within a 

dialectical epistemology in which I actively keep who I am (ontology), in line with what I 

know, (epistemology). I believe that anyone claiming to know exactly how learning 

occurs would be deluding themselves and perhaps others too. Learning, as in how we 

come to know, is, like many other aspects of life, too complex for anyone person to 

fully know and understand. At best there are many theories, some contradicting others 

but perhaps all having some validity in certain situations. In this situation I will attempt to 

uncover my own processes of learning, thereby accelerating the specific of my learning 

and perhaps shedding some light on the general process of learning. 

2 The Roots of Conceptions of Knowledge 

Our conceptions of knowledge and learning overall are still firmly entrenched in the 

roots of modernist thinking that grew from revolutionaries such as Bacon, Descartes and 

Newton around the 171/1 century. Prior to that, "the world was seen as an ecological 

whole, of which one was part. This world was not believed to be fully knowable ... the 

universe was believed to be enchanted" (Davis, Sumara, Luce-Kapler 2000, p. '162). The 
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dominance of religion and superstition meant the way people thought was 

"characterized by the interdependence of spiritual and material phenomena and the 

subordination of individual needs to those of the community" (Capra 1988, p.37). 

The Age of Enlightenment shifted thinking towards analysis with a separation of things 

into their components. Technological metaphors of the time reinforced this shift 

Comparisons were made with machines and this tendency persists in, for example, how 

the brain is likened to a computer. Machines are complicated and can be understood by 

learning about their parts. Through this analogy, it came to be believed that knowledge 

(truth) could be clarified and understood by separating it into its components and 

understanding them. While this has had benefits in the scientific fields, it is not adequate 

in the social sciences. Recently, the distinction between complicated or complex 

phenomena has been used to illustrate how processes such as thinking involve so many 

variables that they cannot be understood by understanding their parts. They are too 

complex. 

The analytical tendency to research and understand learning by "cutting apart" 

influenced and was influenced by ideological separations - mind and body, self and 

other, subject and object - which still have an impact today. The aim of analysis was 

objective study, primarily because Descartes believed the senses could not be trusted 

and so tried to find a way of knowing without using the senses. What emerged from him 

and others were rational and empirical methods, both of which rely upon this separation 

of the knower and the known in the search for irrefutable truth. Today, knowledge 

claiming to come from an empirical, or rational objective, or scientific perspective is still 

viewed as superior to that gained by experience, i.e. subjective experience (Breen 2000, 

p 96). A growing body of theory, however, is interrogating the problem of objectivity, 

especially in relation to the humanities and more particularly, teaching and learning. 
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2.3 Encomp<1ssing the Roots 

231 Et](Jctivism 

Far from being able to separate self from other, knower from known or mind from body, 

"Merleau-Ponty suggests that the body is that which renders the mind and world 

inseparable ... the body is our means of belonging to the world, a world that shapes us 

and a world that we participate in shaping" (Davis, 1996, p.9). The theory of enactivism 

stems from the work of Maturana and Varela (1988), Varela Thompson and Rosch 

(1991), and is based on the work of Merleau-Ponty (1962). Davis links Merleau-Ponty's 

idea to that of Varela, Thompson and Rosch who define what they call one's structure 

(body, or self) as that which "comes about from the combined influence of biological 

constitution and one's history of interaction in the world" - a blend of inner and outer 

influences (Davis, 1996 p.9). Maturana and Varela (1988) illustrate this idea with an 

analogy of a raindrop which, as it slides down a mountainside, affects and is affected by 

the slope down which it rolls. "That raindrop's experience is its incontrovertible truth, 

though rain falling on an opposite slope finds quite a different path. Thus our 'reality' is 

interactive. Moreover, our reality is mutually constructed" (ladylucero 2001 ). If we see 

the same thing, it is because we have agreed on it. 

Therefore the basis of cognition and hence learning is not to be found in 

the rationalist "I think" nor in the empiricist "I observe" but in the 

enactivist "I act./I Acting encompasses both thought and observation: 

acting presumes both actor (subject) and acted upon (object) ... acting 

demands reunions of mind and body and subject and object ... cognition 

is inseparable from and fundamental to perceptions and action (Davis 

1996, p.12). 
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2.3.2 A subjective rht6J4 

This search for knowledge based on a study of my learning involves looking at my own 

actions without a single question to which anyone answer can be found. It is an 

evolving process that changes direction and focus as my circumstances change and my 

experience grows. Questions and answers emerge in an ongoing process where one 

answer usually begs another question and then even more possible answers. I move 

back and forth between planning, acting, observing and reflecting on issues that arise. 

These questions and answers are sites of growth and learning that do not form a linear 

progression, although I often find myself trying to fit them into one. Rather there are a 

number of strands that form the fabric of my understanding. A tug at one necessitates 

changes in others, and rather than coming to a single conclusion, I aim for a greater 

understanding of changing possibilities. This study is all interpretive as it is based on my 

subjective experience which is irreducible. Any account of my experience is an 

interpretation and any analysis of that, an interpretation of an interpretation. Therefore it 

is hermeneutic both by design and by choice. 

2.3.3 Hetmeneutics 

Hermeneutics forms a fundamental framework for my understanding and interpretation, 

in that I cannot objectively study anything, as I am always a part of what I study and thus 

have an influence on it. Rather than the separation of this or that which has become the 

norm due to Cartesian duality, my study seeks a "richer understanding through 

problematising the distinctions and boundaries that tend to be drawn" (Davis 1996 

p.18). It is a study of interpretation, in how I come to know what I know, how I use that 

knowledge, how I - as opposed to others, see it and how I work at improving my skills 

through learning and planning. It is hermeneutic in this acknowledgement of past, 

present and future understandings as well as in my acceptance that there is no external 

truth to be found, rather "truth keeps happening" (Davis 1996, p.19 citing 

Weinsheimer). In other words the 'object' of hermeneutic inquiry is a moving target" 
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(Davis 1996, p.22). In studying my own actions (with specific regard to my learning), I 

hope to seek their sources, understand as much as possible and try to make changes 

where necessary and desired - using the discipline of noticing and action learning}. 

On a daily basis teachers find themselves responding to unpredictable situations in a 

way that is not based on careful thought and considered response, but rather on years 

of experience, of enaction, on simple coping. Varela (1999 p. 9) calls, "such readiness 

for action a microidenUty and its corresponding lived situation a microworld" These are 

continually changing as we move through each day. How I handle these changes, and 

respond to my changing microworlds will contribute towards understanding myself, my 

teaching, thinking and learning. Thus I find myself in a hermeneutic circle (Davis 1996, 

p.21) moving between the particular of the microworld in which I find myself and the 

general of the literature I refer to as I attempt to analyse and theorise about the teaching 

situation. The particular reveals the general and the general feeds into the particular, 

both highly dependent on my interpretation of different situations. 

2.4 Dram(l in Education 

As a teacher, I believe that what I aim to teach is best done as an exploration with my 

learners where we all get to experiment and work with the information in a dynamic and 

active way. I have chosen to focus my learning on the use of drama within the context 

of education for the reasons set out in the introduction. In the following section I shall 

examine the theoretical framework of using drama in teaching and learning. 

2.4.1 TeC/cher - TrqnslOtrnC/tive Inte//ectuCJ/ ot 7t-CJnsmittet oflnlOtm;:;iion ! 

While Davis and Sumara (1997 p.109) maintain that "Knowledge tends to be discussed 

as if it were an object - some third thing - to be grasped, held, stored, manipulated, and 

wielded rather than being associated with our acting and existing in a biologically and 

3 See Chapter 3 Research Methodology 
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phenomenologically constituted world," the same applies to traditional views on "getting 

an education" (Gadamer 1975). The lecturer is viewed as the one holding the 

knowledge to be passed on to the learners, with all their knowledge and experience 

back grounded. Using drama in teaching requires and contributes towards Giroux's 

theory (1988) of the teacher as a transformative intellectual, rather than a transmitter of 

information. Teachers using drama as a method of teaching often succeed more as 

participants than as directors. They coach learners who are actively engaging in the 

solving of a problem they have chosen to explore. They nudge them to consider certain 

implications, they enrich their language, they push them to greater depths of 

understanding and help them reflect and come to a better understanding of themselves 

and of people in general. The last thing they are is 'living books' trying to drum 

'knowledge' into passive receptacles. 

Perkins (1994, p.222) sees one of the roles of a teacher as "an intellectual coach whose 

responsibility it is to help learners learn to solve problems and strive for intellectual 

excellence through careful, critical analysis and creative decision making." Teachers are 

on far more shaky ground here than when standing in front of the class parroting 

information. Often they cannot guarantee where a lesson will end up as the medium of 

drama is the (en)actors in all those cases where the dramatic activity is more or less 

improvised - even if it is planned. 

2.4.2 LeClmetS ~ Pqssive Receptqc/es ot Active ShClpets! 

Learners are put in the driving seat, choosing where they want things to go and, most 

importantly, using the knowledge they have, to go further. This allows for a situation 

where that which is most relevant or needed by the learners emerges from the dialogic 

situation that is created, rather than decided and enforced by what the teacher imagines 

is most needed. The power shifts. Children learn to shape their own destiny, engaging 

with their environment in a group, from a young age, in secure surroundings. In the 
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pretend world of dramatic improvisation, if they learn that they have the power to 

change and solve problems, they are more likely to try do something about things they 

are not happy with in the real world. The power dynamic in the classroom needs to be 

more fluid, more dynamic, but as long as learners are raised in a h'lerarchy where they 

are at the bottom with little say, they will struggle to develop the skills to engage with 

others on an equal footing. 

Heathcote describes what she does as, "Not creative dramatics, role-playing, 

psychodrama, or sociodrama, but a conscious employment of the elements of drama to 

educate - to literally bring out what children already know, but do not yet know they 

know" (Wagner 1981, p. 13). The use of drama is often stifled by the conception of 

'putting on a play', which drama processes are not, although they can lead to play 

making. Putting on a play is more about showing what they know than actually learning 

by doing their own play for no one else but themselves. Learning through drama is more 

about free-flowing improvisation as learners test what they know, in a role and 

sometimes out of role. 

To start with, Wagner (1979) explains that Heathcote does not believe in directing 

drama, she evokes it by letting the children make as many of the decisions about the 

drama as possible. This helps motivate them because, essentially, the drama is what they 

are interested in exploring. The traditional power and dominance of the teacher is not 

present; the learners are (to a large extent) in the driving seat and the teacher on far 

more tenuous ground, as what was intended is not always guaranteed to be the result. 

The evoking she does is mostly with questions. She takes what children say seriously and 

leads to them to greater depths, finer detail and new understandings through questions. 

Heathcote has a marvellous ability to think on her feet and, through questions and the 

children's directing, bring them to a point of new understanding. 
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2. 4.3 eli/55 i5 i/ 5t:;ge 

How we handle each verbal interaction with learners in the classroom contributes to, 

reaffirms or contradicts our own and our learners' understanding of life and language 

and how it all works. Children learn from a young age to communicate with gestures 

more than words. Before they can understand spoken language, they are interpreting 

and reacting to physical gestures. As Warnock explains, "There is always more to 

experience and more in what we experience than we can predict" (Warnock 1976, 

p.202). In this sense, the class is very much like a stage where everyone's roles are acted 

out and, in this manner, entrenched through daily practice and reinforcement. Through 

acting the traditional role of a teacher, the teacher models and naturalises what children 

come to see as a teacher's role. The implications of this are greater than is initially 

perceived because the traditional role of the teacher is that of bearer of knowledge, and 

the learners are characterised as passive receivers, with knowledge being an 

unproblematic parcel to be passed on (usually without question). Perkins (1994, p.22S) 

draws on Brechtian dramatic theory to illustrate how, "theatre's problem is education's 

problem." Contemporary theatre and TV, 

"aflows the audience to view 'realistic'", characters through the open 'fourth 
walI'. .. of a room, house ... etc ... Audiences are passively induced by the plot 
to assume that the heroes' experiences are universal and, thus, like theirs. 
Consequently they fail to challenge the social or political conditions that limit 
the extent to which human experience is universal and, thus, the extent to 
which audiences can identify with the characters" (Perkins 7994, p. 225). 

In the same way, passive learners fail to challenge, engage or realise the Significance of 

the knowledge that is "passed down" by the teacher who is "expected to play the role 

of heroic expert, knowledge holder and disseminator" (Perkins 1994, p.226). 

Using drama to teach, however, allows the teacher, like Brecht, to nudge the learners to 

go beyond first impressions and test situations out for themselves by means of role-play. 

It is an ideal method of interacting with knowledge and learning - it allows for active 
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engagement rather than passive reception or rejection. It brings words and actions 

together. 

2.4.4 Bringing Word c}fJd Movement Together 

The theory of bringing word and movement together forms an important foundation in 

role drama. Burniston and Bell (1972, p.7) cite Montessori as saying, "Movement has 

great importance in mental development itself, provided that the action which occurs is 

connected with the mental activity going on." Burniston and Bell (1972) also believe in 

and use movement to enhance and aid language learning. Movement is often used as a 

foundation for, or introduction to using drama in the class. Sometimes this is done with 

mime, sometimes with music. Stabler (1978) gives an example where learners are talking 

about a monster. First they make monster sounds and then monster movements and 

expressions, before making monster actions and combining them with the sounds in 

small groups. Creating this imaginary effect seems to be a vital aspect of building belief, 

which I come back to later. Another similar situation led to the children talking about 

how to deal with such a monster, and whether feeding it a poisoned human was an 

option. The discussion centred, lion two real moral dilemmas; the value of one human 

life, and the right to choose, freely" (ibid. p.9S). It is, I believe, this step-by-step process 

that brought the children to a point where they could discuss such an issue with 

complete absorption. 

2.4.5 Ro/e-p/qying 

An extension of bringing words and movement together is role-playing another person 

or character. Taking on a role is something that we do almost everyday of our lives. 

People 'act' differently in different situations: using different language, posture, tone, 

body language and clothing depending on whether they are in a classroom, a bank, at 

home with family, friends or business associates, with children or with adults. The 

success of those interactions depends on how well we assume the expected "role". 

Heathcote sees drama not as something special, but as a "technique most ordinary 
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people regularly employ as a way of coping with a new or unsettling experience" 

(Wagner 1979, p.16). In order to prepare ourselves for an upcoming situation or 

interaction, we role-play in our minds possible events, questions and how to deal with 

them. We go over traumatic or embarrassing moments again and again until we come 

to accept and feel more comfortable with them. Role-play is a tool for coming to terms 

with any difficult, old or new situation. No role is automatic; we are socialised (taught) 

how to take on each and every one, either by watching and internalising or through 

overt instruction, as in a parent communicating to their child what is acceptable and 

what is not through the child doing it the wrong way and being corrected. 

Drama and role-playing with children provide the opportunity for them to understand 

the world around them and to develop the tools with which to handle new situations. 

Essentially it is a way to bring what is being taught to life, to illustrate how it applies to 

life, to give learners a chance to test things out and see if they really do make sense, to 

come to a new understanding and importantly for a teacher, to review something that 

has been taught by giving it physical expression. "Drama then is a way of thinking about 

what we are learning and relating it to what we already know" (Nixon 1982, p.90). 

Knowing something and acting it out are two very different things; doing something 

makes it more real because in the process of converting thoughts into actions new light 

is shed on that knowledge. and, as that knowledge has to be put into words, the process 

also improves communication. 

2.4.6 Communicqtion is the Essence 

For learners to create something successful with drama, good communication (on both 

interpersonal and intrapersonallevels) is essential. Firstly, learners need the courage to 

communicate their knowledge, their ideas and desires to the teacher, trying to bring a 

drama to life. They also need to be able to listen to others' ideas in order to develop the 

drama. This is usually a strong growth point among children learning through drama. 
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Often learners find themselves searching for new words or using new words, a key to 

extending their language. The other aspect of communication that is awakened is the 

sensitivity to gestures. This comes through working with movement, stepping out of role 

and talking about aspects of the drama, including the characters portrayed, in terms of 

how and why they move the way they do. 

Basically this kind of work depends on three things one must win from and 
for the children: willing participation; willingness to listen to others and see 
the sense of relating to what others have to say in this mutual enterprise of 
learning; and the understanding that one may do better if one tries; and the 
willingness to try (Fines in Nixon 7982, p. 122) 

If one can achieve these results from using drama and have them become naturalised 

through regular enacting, then I would argue that one has achieved perhaps the most 

important things education can offer. Learners would emerge with the courage to tackle 

things that stand in their way and to cooperate with others in the achieving of goals. 

2.4.7 Problems petsist 

The use of drama in education is not without problems. In 1975 in the UK it was found 

that drama "had yet to realise its potential lin helping the child to communicate with 

others, to express his (sic) own feelings and thoughts, and to gain confidence in a variety 

of contexts'" (Nixon 1982, p.12). This may be because it is not being properly used or to 

its full advantages. The fact remains that there is potential, which I aim to work with. In 

general learners do need to be pushed to work with and improve their communicative 

abilities. To do this a teacher must be well prepared with a goal in mind that does not 

get lost. Even if an improvised drama meanders, it can usually be brought back to the 

teacher's original aims for the lesson or even greater unplanned but productive ones. 

Related to this, Nixon (1982) asks the pertinent question as to whether the work really is 

the learners' work or the teacher's drama under the guise of handing the decision-

making over to the learners. "ls there not a chance that the teacher's influence wili be 

greater because his teaching was covert?" (po 41) Heathcote counters this criticism 
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knowing that she is usually the only adult in the class, with a lifetime of experience and 

hence insight into situations that she can share with her learners. I believe that the aim is 

not just to have the work belong to the learners, but rather to encourage questioning 

and allow insight into aspects of life, to improve communication, decision-making, co

operation. Therefore, for the learners to be able to learn, the work need not be 100% 

theirs which ultimately, is the goal. 

2.5 To Test these Wqves 

In the drama lesson there is the potential to tackle issues of power and who holds it in 

the classroom; knowledge and how it is constructed (enacted); our views of childhood; 

looking at things big rather than small; giving people the tools to look at situations 

critically to see how they are constructed (e.g. media) and therefore avoid being 

subliminally affected. 

Believing; 

• that knowledge is not an object that either should or can be handed from the 

knower to the learner in any passive way; 

• that we need to interact to come to know and drama is the ideal medium for 

such learning, 

so I endeavour to get into the water and test these waves of theory for myself, on myself 

and with myself. I do not think all of us who learnt through chalk and talk would 

necessarily have learnt that much better, but perhaps the dropout rate would be less. 

Perhaps we would be able to communicate better without shouting and resorting to 

violence when conflicts develop. Perhaps we would have more respect for each other. 

Perhaps we would know each other better or have a better idea of what it is like to have 

no home, enough to take action, to make a contribution, to work towards the better 

future that we may have in mind. 
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Ch(1pter 3 Rese(1rch Methodology 

3.1 Getting Into The W'ltet: The tip th'lt cqttied me out 

Theory! like simply watching the sea before getting in, helps in deciding where and how 

to get into the water. Getting to the action4 when waves are rolling towards you as you 

try make your way out with big swimming fins attached to your feet! involves walking 

backwards (if there are no rocks to pick your way across) so that the waves do not catch 

your fins and make you stumble face-forward into the knee-deep water, while looking 

over your shoulder to avoid a big wave knocking you over and back to shore. 

Occasionally though you can be lucky and spot a strategically placed 'rip! where the 

water rolling in to shore is all washing out; similar to a river between the waves. You can 

almost fall into the rip and get carried out to where the real action is happening without 

having to !duckdive! any waves or even paddle very hard to get there. 

The lucky rip that made my paddle out easy was a course run by the UCT Drama 

Department in which Drama Honours students experientially learn how to teach drama 

to learners at local schools by visiting them weekly to give a Drama lesson. When I 

approached Gay Morris! Associate Professor in the Drama Department, with what I was 

hoping to do, she suggested I join the course and that she supervise me from there. 

Having never studied Drama, I would be doing this course as a teacher with no 

experience in Drama, trying to learn to use it in the classroom by reading about it! 

watching others do it, doing it myself and learning from my experiences and 

observations. 

4 The action (back-line) is where the bigger waves are just starting to break, with smooth hills that 

can be ridden. 
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The course started with one demonstration lesson (which I was not fortunate enough to 

attend) by Liz Van Breda who co-ran the course with Gay. Then there was one practice 

demonstration with the other drama students teaching classes before jumping straight in 

with foundation phase learners. Each week we were required to plan and teach a lesson, 

as well as watch the other students before discussing and analysing lessons afterwards. 

Individual feedback on each lesson was also written down by whichever supervisor 

Gay Morris or Liz van Breda (hereafter referred to as Gay or Liz) was attending the 

teaching that morning. 

3.2 Where 1 surfeq (setting anq sample) 

I decided to focus on primary school learners (Grades 1 to 6 - Foundation and 

Intermediate Phases) both to limit the scope of my study and because the majority of 

my teaching experience is with this age group. As a result I only worked with the drama 

students for the four months that they taught in primary schools. When they moved to 

older learners I continued with younger ones at another school. The classes I was given 

were left up to the discretion of Liz and what classes were available at the chosen 

schools. I have no doubt that the classes I ended up teaching greatly influenced my 

findings and what I learnt, but the rip that carried me into this project also seems to have 

prOVided an excellent variety of experiences each with its own challenges. I taught three 

different age groups at three schools all in the Cape Town area, which I have labelled, A, 

Band C in order of my experience with them. 

• School A learners were from a middle to lower income intake almost 

proportionally representative of the rainbow mix of race groups found in South 

Africa. The girls and boys were first grade children (aged 6 - n of whom most 

did not speak English as their first language. There were about 35 children in the 

class who seemed easily able to slip into the imaginary world and play with 

drama (following rules of the game). Their attention span was short, so I 
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received very quick feedback in the form of disruptive and inattentive behaviour 

if the drama was not working for them. 

I taught this group for eight half-hour lessons, between February and May 2002. 

They were supervised mostly by Liz and occasionally by Gay. The other drama 

students watched many of these lessons and sometimes had comments, 

suggestions and feedback. I also watched at least two other drama students 

teach, either before or after each of these classes. 

• School B learners (referred to as girls) consisted of a priVileged group of over thirty 

grade 4 girls (aged 9 - 10) with excellent co-operative skills and little difficulty 

understanding English. The majority were white. This age is considered the best 

for undertaking imaginative dramatic activities. 

In May and June 2002, I taught this group for seven half-hour lessons, of which 

Gay supervised most of these lessons and the other students watched with 

occasional comments. I also watched three other students give a lesson each 

week. 

• School C learners were a group of about 30 grade 6s (aged 11 - 12) from an 

inner city private Catholic school. There was an even mix of girls and boys in this 

class. English was the medium of instruction! although not the first language of 

all learners. 

I taught them for eight one-hour lessons in August and September. Gay 

supervised when she could. Here there were no other students, either watching 

or teaching, so I never had the opportunity for group observation, interaction or 

discussion of lessons. 

At all of these schools the drama lessons were conducted in the school hall, so 

constraints of limited space or noise were not an issue. Sometimes the space available had 
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to be limited by means of rules to stop learners venturing onto the stage. The learners, 

corning from classes where space (and therefore movement) was restricted, had excess 

energy and excitement, which had to be directed. There was, however, no need to keep 

them quiet for fear of disturbing other classes. In all cases the classes arrived for each 

lesson at the hall and duly removed their shoes and socks. 

3.3 How 

There is an interconnectivity in terms of how my study shapes me whilst I try shaping it, 

which is related to my belief that, "Truth and knowledge are not static, ... but contingent 

... existing in a dynamic interaction and engagement...(they are) dialogical. As such the 

method used ... needs to be conversational." For "Gadamer ... the relationship between 

the research question and the phenomenon under study is not uni-directional but 

reciprocal. ... the topic, at least in part, reveals the manner in which it should be 

investigated" (Davis 1996, p.2S). The methods I use are framed by these ideas. 

3.3.1 The DiSCIpline of Noticing 

Data collection and analysis was based on my experiences with regard to the classes I 

taught, and involved two approaches. Firstly, I utilised the Discipline of Noticing, as 

explained by Mason (2002), starting with awareness and choices. Every moment of 

everyday in every interaction we have choices. If I am unaware, my choices follow 

habits in familiar situations and instincts in new situations. If we notice our choices we 

can use them better. Every act of teaching depends on noticing. If I do not notice 

something in the classroom, I will not be able to consciously use that moment. So I 

endeavour to become more aware, awake in the moment - to see what I notice 

(accepting that what I notice depends on my structure, as previously defined) and work 

on that, to use it for learning. 

"Mason describes the Discipline of Noticing as research from the inside where the main 

expected product of the research is the development of the researcher" (Breen 2000 
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p.l 02). Teachers often get caught in day-ta-day cycles with little idea of how to break 

them or make any progress. Mason (2002, p.9) says a typical cycle involves the Gr's: 

Grumbling about how things are, 

plb ling 

f~ 
Griping 

Griping about specific frustrations, 

Groping for some alternative, 

Grasping at some possibility, I~q' 
11 ~ Q nil q q 61 f) 

Gripping hard to something that works, then 

Grappling with a possible solution, 

Grumbling and Griping as the substance seems to leak out and a new cycle begins. 

Energy is lost in this cycle and little changes. If there is a desire for change, energy can be 

transformed from the Gr's into noticing - marking - recording and eventually working 

with accounts to the point where a range of alternative actions become a real possibility, 

not only for the teacher, but for colleagues and readers who find resonance in the 

research. 

To break the cycle, the first challenge is to move away from floating through lessons 

(and life) not noticing, towards being aware and noticing, so that I observe my own and 

others' actions in order to remember, record and then work with them. 

As <1n eNlmpie M'1sor) 5u~~est5 you tty to notice every time you w'1ikthtDU9h '1 

QOOtW'lY <1nd m<1rk it by S'lyin9, "I 'lm w'likin9 through '1 QOOtW'1y" (ibid p.31) 

Noticing and recording are particularly useful in drama teaching because feedback is 'in-

your-face' - very loud and clear. When things are working it is easy to float through but 

very often something is not right and there is room for fine-tuning and focusing. For 

many teachers the path of least resistance involves the 'Gr's' and little progress can be 

made. Being aware, noticing small signs to figure out how to re-solve problems is 

essential to growth and development both in my teaching and learning. 
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From noticing I move to what Mason calls marking. Similar to remarking on what I 

notice, it helps me remember so that it can be worked with. Marking something that is 

noticed requires some sort of reflection, which can occur while the event is happening 

or anytime aftervvards. Mason discusses the ambigu',ty of the term reflection and relates 

it to Schon's (1987) idea of a reflective practitioner to describe the expert who is awake 

to, and aware o( his/her practice, not just immersed in it. He talks about reflection-in

action as having part of my attention separated from the immediate actions, rather like 

an observer; reflection-on-action retrospective contemplation of an event; to which he 

adds reflection-through-action - deliberately choosing certain actions to help maintain 

awareness - all of which are used in the Discipline of Noticing (Mason 2002, p. 15). 

Recording what is noticed from reflection is the next step, and how I record an incident 

is important. I have a natural tendency to record incidents full of value-laden emotional 

terms due to judgements made that make it impossible for anyone else to enter into the 

moment. By enter into, I mean find resonance, in that they could recognise that 

moment, perhaps having experienced something similar or recognising the emotion it 

arouses. To record an incident - I try to give what he calls an account-of the incident 

rather than accounting-for it. Accounting-for an incident involves mixing up the details of 

an event with justifications, explanations and theorising, with value judgements and 

emotively laden terms, which make it almost impossible for others to challenge or 

discuss my analysis, ... all they can do is be swept along on my sentiments, or react 

against them. An account-of an incident attempts to remove the emotive aspects and 

focus on the specific visible behaviours and actions that, if others had been present, they 

would be able to agree had happened. This account opens an incident up for me to find 

alternative paths in the future, alternative explanations and so ultimately, alternative acts 

(ibid. ppAO-41 ). 
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Once I have a collection of accounts, analysing them, to find alternatives, involves a 

number of different steps, such as looking for grammatical actions like metaphors and 

metonymy that illustrate hidden (perhaps personal) assumptions. Taking it further I look 

for pre-determined actions (ruts I follow in similar situations), especially relating to past 

experiences. Then, by seeking significance in the account that I have not only marked the 

event, but also written about, I may find themes that link to other accounts. Mason calls 

this threading themes. Labelling them "can provide a framework which enhances 

noticing in the future" (Mason 1994, p.14) and draws on similar past experiences. 

Through these themes, principles that I have accumulated and used to make decisions 

or judgements can emerge, opening them for investigation and adaptation (Mason 

2002, pp.113-121). 

The most helpful aspect for me is gathering gambits, which are tactics for future action. 

This is where I find different (and hopefully better) ways of dealing with similar situations 

in the future. Imagining myself using this gambit helps me remember it and increases the 

likelihood of it coming to mind in a future moment. Offering my accounts to others is 

another way to find new gambits. Mason then suggests linking to literature which gives a 

different perspective that I found helped me to understand some of the issues I was 

confronted with and gave me ideas to plan future action (ibid. pp.121-12S). 

3.3.2 Act/or; ReseC/fch 

The second approach I have used is action research for both philosophical and practical 

reasons. Philosophica"y, many of the assumptions of action research (as explained by 

Zuber-Skerrit, 1993) are in line with mine. Firstly, action research falls into the 

interpretive, non-positivist paradigm. Secondly, it acknowledges the dialectical 

relationship between teaching and educational theory in that it assumes that knowledge 

and learning are developed dynamically by people looking for, and negotiating meaning. 

At the same time "results are not only of theoretical importance to the advancement of 
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knowledge in the field, but also lead to practical improvements during and after the 

research process" (ibid. p47). Practically, the "self-reflective spiral of cycles of planning, 

acting, observing and reflecting" (Kemmis 1988, p.42) of action research suited my aims. 

I was already doing the first part required for action learning, that of planning. I started 

recording what I had done and remembered of each class in more detail than just the 

moments that stood out. I would also attempt to observe the effects of my planning 

during class, "reflection-in-action" and act appropriately out of my resources in that 

moment. After class I would reflect on this process and refer to available literature to 

plan for the next lesson. 

3.3.3 Two Metho4ologies - how they blen4 

I found the need to bring in a methodology other than the Discipline of Noticing when, 

after teaching a class, the moments I had remembered and recorded were very small in 

comparison to the incredibly large amount I felt I was working with and learning. I could 

not justify leaving so much out. The moments that stood out for me also tended to focus 

on negative aspects of the class or failures on my part when there were positive events 

that also needed to be worked with. The fact that the Drama course I was enrolled in 

used group work and coaching was more in line with action research than the Discipline 

of Noticing (hereafter referred to as the DoN), and as such seemed a more suitable 

methodology. The DoN can be used very effectively in a group situation, but it requires 

a commitment to working with it by the members of the group. This requires knowledge 

of the process, neither of which was present nor desired in the group I was working 

with. 

Although the DoN has aspects that relate very closely to action research, (namely, the 

processes of acting, observing and reflecting) the differences required the latter. The 

DoN has mostly been used in mathematics teaching where the aim is to bring the whole 

class to a certain understanding. The aim when teaching using drama is not as 
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convergent. The DoN also has methods of analysis, which suited me. Blending and 

adapting the methodologies, to find an approach that suited my aims, allowed for the 

consideration of the many interrelated aspects and issues that arose in my research. 

Action research did not fit my body like a wetsuit because cycles of research call for the 

following of a plan, which does not allow for unpredictable events that always occur 

while teaching using drama. The DoN was required to supplement action research for 

the study of immediate coping in situations where what was planned was not used, 

either because learners chose to do something else, because I felt something else was 

more appropriate, or because a supervisor spontaneously suggested or did something to 

alter the original planned direction. 

3.4 Time in the WClter 

Research was documented and done from February to September 2002 on a weekly 

basis during school term time. Data was collected before and after every class, in the 

form of accounts-of moments and journal entries. Analysis and reflection on data 

collected occurred on an ongoing basis from February to October, both to inform the 

lesson planning for the follOWing week and to inform the overall direction of my 

learning, which included the writing of this paper. 

3.5 Choosing WClves 

Data collection and analysis was done using a combination of the two methodologies. If 

the planning, acting, observing and reflecting of action research is called my experience, 

then of that experience certain incidents and aspects are noticed and others pointed out 

in group discussions. Of those incidents and aspects a number (depending on both 

noticing and remembering) are recorded and from those recorded, themes emerge 

which are then analysed using the DoN with other literature feeding into the analysis 

and gambits emerging that then influence the next cycle of experience. 
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Focusing only on what I notice could be considered be a problematic issue; what about 

the things that I do not notice? Supervisors and other students watching my lessons raise 

some aspects of my teaching and learning that I overlook, after which they mayor may 

not become themes to work with depending on how important the observers and I rate 

them. The group's attention to my teaching provides a measure of reliability of my 

research; the external observation and assessment acts as a check and balance that can 

raise matters I may miss. Issues I struggle with reveal themselves repeatedly and are the 

ones that are most likely to be dealt with. Issues that arise briefly and are quickly 

overcome are not usually dwelt upon. Many of them are not relevant, some because I 

have dealt with them previously and have no need to go back there, others because I 

have not noticed them. If I do not notice something, I am probably not ready or needing 

to work with it. There is so much going on in every class but only enough space and 

time to focus on the issues I deem most relevant and most in need of development. This 

is not unusual in any research, Mason (2002 p.178) desCribes it thus, Ii All research 

comes down to noticing. If you are reading analysis and commentary, you can only 

notice what you are sensitised to, though this sensitivity may shift over time. If you are 

observing children or colleagues, then again your observations are theory-laden: you can 

only see aspects which you are already disposed or primed to see./I The aim was not to 

get at an objective truth to hold on to and pass on. Rather, it was to find what I was 

attending to and through that, what I was not attending to and how I then work within 

that, how I learn and grow; as well as what makes me stagnate and how to work around 

such moments. 

3.6 Rigout, Vcdidity, Reliqbility and Genetqlisabi!ity 

In quantitative research the issues of rigour, validity, reliability and generalisability would 

arise at this stage. As this is not quantitative research, these issues are not relevant in the 

traditional sense, moreover I reject the notion of the existence of an objective truth 

existing outside of myself with regard to research in the social sciences. Understanding is 
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coloured by context, history, and socialisation particular to the researcher and biased by 

his/her prior assumptions. I accept that as a researcher (attempting to be objective or 

not), I cannot help but foreground that which is relevant to me at the cost of that which 

is not. Objectivity in research is a myth when so many aspects influence it: 

• What I notice and choose to research depends on my perspective and 

understanding of the world. 

• How I inquire into it, how I structure the question will affect the outcome. 

• The recording of events is couched in language, which creates an interpretation. 

To then analyse that interpretation makes it an interpretation of an 

interpretation. As Davis (1996 p.20) explains, "to interpret is to tug at the thread 

of existence, realising that in tugging - the texture of the entire fabric is altered./I 

• What I study changes as I study it because I am there studying it. 

I am part of the universe; I recognize my complicity in shaping the phenomenon. "We 

cannot extract or abstract our thinking (or ourselves) out of the world we are thinking 

about"(Davis 1996, p.1S). 

Whereas validation occurs in action research through external measures of improved 

performance helped by group work, in the DoN, validation lies in "the development of 

ways of working which enable others to take up and try something similar for 

themselves: the education of awareness which enables relevant action to come to mind 

as an option in the moment" (Mason 2002 p.200). 

If validity cannot be found in the traditional sense, then Mason proposes that one looks 

to resonance. I think the word resonance captures the issue best; it means, "vibrating in 

sympathy" and asks whether your feeling, your reaction and intuition vibrate with any 

similarity. The viability of my research will be experienced in the reader's reaction. It can 

say as much about the reader as it says about my research. Does it resonate with your 

experience, can you recognise the probability of the issues? A lack of resonance will not 
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necessarily equal irrelevance because the issue raised may not be something the reader 

is sensitised to notice at the time and may be at another. If it does resonate, the readers 

will see the value for themselves. The next question the reader could ask is whether the 

issues have a direct bearing on the matter in hand, whether they are relevant to my 

experiences, and are my thoughts on the matters clear. 

Although I make every attempt to make explicit the validity of each step of my progress, 

it is all affected by my experience and needs at each point. Validity can only be identified 

in these terms, a teacher's experience. I have changed in the process and so will the 

learners I worked with. This work can therefore never be repeated. Perhaps the overall 

themes may be reflected in another teacher going through a similar learning experience, 

but another teacher is just as likely to encounter issues that are more prevalent/relevant 

to their own experience. 

In any research, the person who does the research benefits the most. 

Everyone else can only learn from it if it resonates with his or her 

experience. Davis (1996 p.1 03) explains it this way: "The concerns of 

this account, then, lie more with issues of viability, reasonableness, 

"I n social research, 
knowledge is 
concerned not with 
generalisation, 
prediction and control 
but with interpretation 
meaning and 
illumination." (Usher 
1996, p.1S) 

relevance and applicability - that is more with the qualities of an engaging tale which 

implicates the teller and listener alike than with an account that is sanitized of any 

human involvement." I make no claims for generalisability of this research; it is a 

personal study with some hints of a case study. As such, rather than attempting to 

generalise, the value will be realised if "future action is informed" (Mason 2002 p. 186), 

which is something I measure as long as the research continues but can not do so any 

further. 

In researching my teaching and learning experiences a crucial question is itHow can I be 

sure I am not fooling myself?" (Mason 2002 p.187) He goes on to explain that the issue 
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is really one of developing an inner monitor and expert sensitivities to enable one to 

"deftly modify actions mid-stream" (ibid. p.187). This is about growing myself, about 

trying to become an expert, such that my choices in any situation will be greater. I am 

trying to develop an internal observer to monitor my own actions with greater 

awareness. It is about developing skills, not setting out, finding or laying claim to or even 

refuting any 'truth' either about the classroom, or myself because I believe it is all 

changing all the time anyway. These are simply moments in my life, which I am trying to 

use to the greatest benefit. There is no point in "fooling myself". I do make an active and 

conscious attempt to be self-critical both to avoid "fooling myself" and to maximise my 

own growth and learning. If others gain from it, all the better. 

So here I am in the water, the wave approaching me is a big one, I can see I am in a 

good position and the men around me are paddling away. I have small suspicion they 

are a bit more scared of this one than I am. It is big and growing in size - a hill forming in 

front of me that starts to curve inwards, sucking its belly in. As I paddle harder to catch 

enough speed and the right direction, the fear and adrenalin motivate and propel me. I 

can do it, I know I can. It could be an unbelievably inspiring ride, maybe even a barrel of 

crystal clear blue water with light shining in and an open door at the end leading on to 

more .... 

I am still scared but it is so exciting. 
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Chqpter 4 Control qnd Self 

4.1 Learning to surf 

We all learn (to surf), to a large extent, in our own way. Some paddle deep into the impact 

zone, not realising (nor caring?) just how hurt or scared they can get, being dumped, held 

under, smashed against the bottom, dragged across the rocks or washed around until they 

either learn some respect for the ocean (i n the form of fear?) or learn how to do it without 

severe ocean punishment. Others start with a fair dose of respect. They tend to take it a bit 

slower by paddling far around the edges of breaking waves, watching, keeping a safe 

distance, building confidence until they feel as if they can control the board enough to turn 

it, catch and ride a wave without too much damage to themselves or anyone in the 

vicinity. With too much fear, however, there is no progress because one cannot catch a 

wave from the edges. One needs to be in the scary zone. Being willing to step out of the 

comfort zone is the only way to learn how to control fear and do the experimenting which 

is required for learning. 

In aiming to learn to teach using drama, I had no fear and would have paddled straight 

into the impact zone. But I had a supervisor instructing me who, with experience, knew 

fear and tried to prevent me getting caught in the zone. 

This chapter is written chronologically with regard to the first issues to emerge. Through 

looking at how I tried to learn the skill much is revealed about myself, about teaching and 

learning. 
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4.2 I W<lS Inspited 

Our Drama in Education course started with Liz demonstrating a lessonS and then a 

discussion about it afterwards. We also had one practice lesson a week later, where the 

other students pretended to be learners, before teaching real children the following week. 

Being an unusual extra on the course I was not informed about the demonstration but 

managed to catch up with the discussion. When I arrived late to find a class of students 

that all knew each other, I became intent on quietly observing before jumping in and 

making any waves. These were Drama Honours students and I had never studied drama, 

so I quietly took notes and made few enquiries. in this first group discussion about the 

'nitty gritty' of starting to teach a group of "unwilling" children, Liz told us that we should 

begin with a story that we, preferably, had made up. The lesson should be based around 

this story. We would then let the children act out a part of the story. 

I was feeling inspired by my reading about educational drama as practised by the best6
, to 

attempt to facilitate my first group of children in creating their own drama. I wanted them 

to take over the reins of control while I learnt how to direct the dramatic activity from 

'within,7 to be able to lead them to a point of growth or new vision. I imagined setting up 

a situation and then letting the children develop it as they chose (or needed). As a result 

when I sat down to plan my practice lesson I kept finding that what I was trying to do was 

different from what we had been told to do. 

dlt seeme4 ;;; hit incongtuous to imc;gine gOl17g 017 ;;; picnic ;;;174 letttng things 

hCJppen when j w;;;s suppose4 to he telhng (] story" ()oumCJl27 Feh) 

5 With the children standing (barefoot) In a Circle, Liz played some name games and mental and 

physical warm-up exercises. She then told the story of the Sad King (detailed on p. 64) up to the point 

where the villagers bring gifts to the king. The children then acted out the story they had heard and 

improvised when asked about the gifts. She ended with a review of the lesson. 

6 Notably Heathcote 

7 Directing from within implies a teacher, in a role pertinent to dramatic action, is working alongside 

the children within the experience. Sjhe is not only observing the dramatic activity. A favourite 

strategy of Heathcote, it allows the teacher to guide dramatic activity without seeming to do so. 
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1 decided to defy:" but just a little -I guess to test the water. In our practice class, I told the 

initial part of a story, took the students (drama students pretending to be six-year-old 

learners) on a journey that led to a dramatic change of events and left them to improvise. 

"They responded with SIlence qnd open mouths when the expected story 

ch';j!]ged, d/sqppolntment Cit the end of the expected tUn but they c4ttk.:d 01] the 

I felt happy with what had happened but was instructed not to do the same thing with my 

first grade children, especially as they had not done drama before. Liz said, "Once you 

lose them it is very difficult 
Y Could liz have dumped. or seer) other 

to bri ng them back." 
students de'll with punishment, such th'lt W'lS 
aFr'lid to '11 low me to p<1ddle into imp'lct zone? 

-.. """ ......•..• -.•.. 

"Where you are going in teaching is not to the end of a story but through a story to an 

experience that modifies the children" (Wagner 1979, p.SO). 1 could not imagine how 

giving them a story which they would simply act out, would allow for much modification. 

What Liz was asking us to do seemed too much like going to the end of the story without 

the opportunity for any growth or change to happen in 

the children. So my first 
;.. Should I explore '1S I war)t or do as I am being told? 
;.. wh'ltis expedential - FolloWing 'l structure 0 

doing my oWr) 'lnd learning From my mlsta 
struggle emerged 

;.. what 'Ire the conse:juences of disotx.:ying 'l supervisor 
Y Who is in control here? 

and with it my 

y Why shou Id we stqrt with a story? 
Am I bou nd by the S'lme constraints as 

first questions 

about learning. 

At that stage 1 did not fully realise the difference between my goals and Liz's / the course 

goals. Or if I did, I could not tease out the implications or significance. 1 did not know how 

to deal with these issues or even whether they needed to be dealt with at all. I now 

imagine that Liz was assuming the children had no drama skills and would not simply slide 

into the imaginary: we would have to create a situation to "warm them up" by doing 
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my thresholds and into areas of learning for everyone. 

• I have to get to know my self in relation to others. 

Although waves can each be different, they do not affect one another nor do they 

change in response to me. So, while my influence in the water is 

minimal, in the classroom it is pivotal. My awareness while being 

exposed to control also helped me see how I react to authority. I realised 

my tendency to bow to superiors even to the detriment of my goals. My 

reluctance to question or even engage authorities is something in myself 

I would like to change and hence carry it forward for further work. 

The co-emergence 
that happens in the 
interactional space 
between students 
and teacher and 
their environment 
through drama is 

i the creation and 
. realization of 

knowledge. 
(Fels 1995) 

I need to be present in my experience but I also need to be able to tap into the outside 

perspective of experts (supervisors, peers, books, even learners), who provide not only 

different views but also mirrors in which I can see things about my self. Through being 

aware I noticed aspects I could work at to improve my teaching and accelerate my 

learning. Although becoming immersed in my learning and teaching experiences is all 

consuming and almost larger than life, by trying to keep a part of me separate and 

observing, wa(y)ves that I cannot see from the surface may be seen from above. 

• My level of fitness mattered more than I thought 

I underestimated the skills needed to teach using drama. I assumed that I would be able 

to learn to surf from watching others do it well. But that was in my mind and as "Merleau-

Panty suggests the body is that which renders the mind and world inseparable" (Davis 

1996, p.9). When I tried to connect the world with what was in my mind, through my 

body, I discovered the gaps. Although I imagined opening different perspectives on the 

world to help learners come to new understandings, I found that I had to focus on 

acquiring the skills needed to use drama in my teaching before I could get near this goal. 
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"pretend" drama (a bit more like stage drama). Even more likely, she was just trying to 

"warm-up" her students to help them become drama teachers without them developing a 

fear of the ocean. 

4.2.1 Reptoc/uctlofl vs. Tr<Jfls!Otm;:;t/ofl 

Liz's reason was not enough for me; I was not sure that pushing them to create their own 

drama necessarily meant "losing them". I wondered if this was a situation of a teacher 

imposing on learners what slhe believes they are capable of, hence restricting them by not 

giving them the space to see what they can do. Perhaps it was a case of Liz making us do 

what she always makes student drama teachers do. My frustration grew. I found, however, 

that this is a common issue in learning to teach. 

"Teacher education programs that emphasize practice are participating in the 
reproduction - rather than the transformation - of school settings in which 
both students and teachers find learning to be disconnected from their past, 
present and projected worlds of experience. The issue of "learning" in "/earning 
to teach" has been eclipsed by concerns about fitting into, coping with, and 
copying existing practices." (Davis and Sumara 1997, p.l06) 

I felt as if I was being forced to do what Liz wanted and not being allowed to experiment, 

to try and see if what I had read about and imagined could work. The issue here was very 

much about transformation as opposed to reproduction, firstly of the school setting and 

secondly of teaching methods and practices. 

Essentially I wanted to learn by reproducing a Heathcote setting and method (although for 

me it was an experiment with a new teaching method), which would have been a 

transformation of Liz's aims. Liz seemed to have something in mind, which appeared to 

me to be more like making us learn established techniques by reproducing them. This 

required a transformation of my aims without understanding why I should do so. We were 

pushing in opposite directions for things to be done the way we wanted them done, 

neither of us wanted to transform our ideas or expectations to accommodate the other or 

even learn something new. 
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The most obvious need was for good planning, not only for what is to be taught, but for 

every foreseeable alternative that the leamers may throw into the equation. I was also 

shown how important it is to believe in what- 84 - :he leamers to imagine. Techniques to 

help this involve using a pivot, going slowly into the imaginary, taking small steps and 

using the senses to carefully build roles. In the surf, unless conditions are very difficult, 

you always spend time watching the ocean, looking for waves, feeling the sun, tasting 

the water, absorbing the day, breathing and waiting. Drama too is a sensory experience 

that takes time, and the steps should be honoured for the full rewards to be granted. I 

now see the value in those steps, having read what Linds sees as a need to unlearn 

mindlessness, to relearn sens(e)ation, "Theater requires us to be in the moment. In 

order to achieve this we need to resensitize, we need to awaken the memory of our 

senses, to reconnect with theses senses, these muscles and this body. The body begins 

to speak through sound and movement" (Linds 2001, p.20). I believe the learners and I 

enjoyed touching our senses and it can quickly become a comfort zone. 

The difficulties experienced in acquiring skills, and the energy spent on it meant that the 

possibilities that drama offers for which I was aiming could not easily be accessed. Miller 

and Saxton (2001), in talking about introducing teachers to Drama as a methodology 

and their method, found that after their initial reluctance to give a detailed lesson plan to 

students, they started doing so and saw that students responded very well to a support 

structure such that they could move away from it at a later stage as needed. The editors 

of Unfolding Bodymind discuss this issue (2001 pp.11-12); Linds asks, "Do we have to 

know how to work in a conventional structure ... before we can venture forth into new 

worlds of possibility?" Brent Hocking says, "We need to challenge conventional 

understanding of structure and see them as dynamic bodies of experience with fluid 

boundaries"; while Johnna Haskel ponders that "Maybe boundaries are sites of tension 

or interactions rather than things we must achieve or acquire." I believe that lacking such 

structure increased my need to control learner's behaviour in order to limit the number 
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4.2.2 A voiding ConftontCltion 

My approach was to subtly try doing what I was wanting to do while at the same time 

appearing to be doing what Liz suggested. I resolved that it was not something I wanted 

to spend energy on. I was trying to learn to use drama in my teaching and how I went 

about it did not seem that important. I can accept that there are many roads to Rome 

and was willing to try 

following someone 

~ Then why did I not (w'1nt to) do it her W'1y? 

who obviously had more experience. 

4.2.3 Imposing cClpClbilities 

The problem of imposing what we believe, learners are (not) capable of, and Liz 

imposing what she believed we were capable of, is probably a fault of most or almost all 

of us. It is something I try to work against on a daily basis. I do believe that by thinking 

someone is not capable of something, we are less likely to give him or her the space or 

opportunity to show his or her capability. In general, my aim with teaching is to be open 

to the abilities of the learners in my care. I tend to err on the side of expecting too much 

of them with its own consequences. 

4.3 It is Clil Clbout Control 

My first drama class at School A involved about 35 first grade children with an almost 

perfect reflection of our rainbow nation. Their grasp of English was not good enough for 

all of them to understand most of the lesson. I would be relying on many children 

copying what others were doing. In my plan I subordinated my goal to give the children 

creative space to see what they were capable of. I told them most of the story before 

allowing them to explore within the context I had very clearly set up and therefore 

controlled to a great degree. My inclination was to try the big waves first but, being new 

to teaching with drama and a guest in the course, (as well as being trained since 

youngest days to obey my elders and perceived superiors) I found myself reluctant to 
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make too many waves, to blatantly do my own thing and make a noise about it. I 

thought the class went well and afterwards the other students, Liz and I sat down to talk 

about the lesson. The discussion stirred my memory of one moment in particular: 

GI-qde Child ren, Lesson 1 MC1t' 8 

. After explGllning how the wonderful P'll-i< h'ld burnt down I 'lsked the child 

, whC1t we cou Id do A (ew suggested rebuild the plGlce. I nodded 'lnd went on 

: to ide'1s (rom other children. 

Liz5 comments Clffet my /essol7 hCld to do with me not /istemng to the 

du!dten':; k/e(i5; they h(ic/ w(intec/ to tebw!d the pCitk I temember this 

hqppening, I hopec/ fOt something the ch;/e/ten wete unltkely to give qnd 

expedee/ whqt they gqve - but nevet p/qnned on using it. I hqc/ q/Wqys p/qnnec/ 

to steel' them whete / wcmted them to go, , . contta/, contto/, cootto/ 

Am / ttying to fit them into my p/qn q/though / Clm struggling so much to fit 

into Liz 5 stoty p/(inl ()oLlmq/ MClt 9) 

Suddenly I seemed to be the one doing the controlling as opposed to feeling restricted 

by control imposed upon me. I wanted the children to explore the park to find what had 

caused the fire and lead it to a discussion on preventing fires. I had thought that there 

was a chance that they may want to rebuild the park but at the time of my planning I did 

not see much point in doing that. When they did suggest it I had no plan for letting 

them. Varela (1999, p.ll) writes: 

"The key to autonomy is that a living system finds its way into the next 
moment by acting appropriately out of its own resources. 1/ 

My tesoLltces qS /i;t qS c/t(imCl, qding ClOc/ espeCl'ct/1y believlf;g in whClt / c;m qd/ng 

qte simply LIne/eve/opec/. The ch;/c/teo Clnc/ / qte If; the SClme position. 

()oLlmc;/ Melt 8) 
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My resources in terms of how to use drama, how to believe in what I am doing, and 

hence model it for the children, were almost non-existent. Having read about the aims, 

skills and techniques did not seem to mean I could use them, but by doing drama I was 

learning how to do so. My insecurity and inability fuelled my immediate need to control 

the situation. I could not let go of my plan. I was stuck in my past (plah) and the future 

(acting out my plan) and could not be in the moment. I would not hear other ideas that 

were presented. My ability to let go of control was restricted because I did not have 

confidence either in myself in this situation or in the process of using drama to teach. 

t!-low Expetience Counts 

If this controlling tendency was due to a lack of confidence and experience, then my 

trying to control the children's behaviour and the drama, through only accepting certain 

responses, was possibly an 

us - and how 
unconscious method of 

limiting the number of variables I was working with, in order to manage those of which I 

was more aware. I was only riding waves I had planned and which I could therefore 

predict. As the ability to manage bigger and more unpredictable waves grows, so I can 

try riding them. I also believe that having been a teacher and having internalised a need 

to establish the role of the one in control right at the beginning with a new group of 

learners also fuelled the control mechanism. 

As I wqndeted wund the house ptepqring dlf7net ;md thinklf7g qbout my lesson 

the next dqy; my prime concet17 seemed to 

Pied Pipet) qnd not teql/y thlf7klfJg qbout pOSSible qteqS oflt'qtl7in9 /tJ the 

dtqmq. My priotities hqve tqkeo q bqck seqt to Although IfJ q d/scuss/on 

with c; It/eod I /}qd deck/ed to do whc;t I wqoted to do, I dk/ not. / WqS stJ!1 

fO//OWIf7g the stoty gwdeuf7es Liz hqd set out. Whethet it WqS q deslfe to pleqse, 

q oeed to do whqt / WqS told, at qtJ uOIiJ;/lflg bel/ef/fJ 
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des/tes wete being subotdinC/tec:i to the detn/nent of my goC/15. (As / slC/mmed 

the IC/st keys into the keybo(}td.J / (}m not t(}king these chddten to (}ny new 

level ofundetstcJl7d!!7g, which is my pn/77Clty go(}1 with dt(}mC/. Oout/lCiIM(}t 13) 

At this stage I was very clear about my goal with drama: to bring the children to a new 

level of understanding through letting them direct the drama. Other issues, however, 

were emerging; a struggle to avoid subordinating my goals to a blind faith in the teacher 

and my frustration at being controlled that was reflected in how I was dominating a 

number of variables. I was controlling the lesson structure and direction through the 

drama. I was controlling the children/s behaviour through directing their attention and 

discussion. This became clearer in the following lesson when I attempted to tell a long 

story that would form the basis for a few lessons. 

I School A Fi,'st Gr~de Children Lesson 2 MC\r 14 - Out of control 
i 

I As I told the story, the children 5t~rted fidgeting. I p~used ,md mare 5t~rted 

. moving C\round on the Hoar, pushing ~nd complaining ~~ut other, 

: whispering, moving bC\ck ~nd spinning around on the 5e~t oFtheir p~nt5 ~nd 
I finding things on the Hoar to pl~y with ar to point out to me. I asked / 

I ardered them 'iu Icier) c~rried on with the story. Most oFthem stopped 

. whatthey Were doing ;:md listened. When I gotto the part where the Pied Piper 

; knocks on the door, I knocked on the Hoar ar)d a Few of them stC\rted 

knocking on the Hoar Again i paused Clnd C\sked / tolq them to stop 

knocking. littlegirlsClid," Dillan, itDI'an" I tried carryon with 

story as mare started knocking. 

A friend who had been observing my class commented, 

"When the kids started knocking just let them all knock once and then they 
get it out of their system. 10K everyone knock. I ... Let it go a bit morel the kids 
can go Don't worry about control. II 

4.3.2 Mittots All Around 

Although my reason for enforcing control had a clear aim as I stated above, there was a 

definite reflection appearing in the children of something I was struggling with. I knew 
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that it was difficult for the children to do what I was asking (sit and listen to a story for a 

long time) but my goal (their freedom to make up their own end to the story later) 

required that they struggle through. This, I now imagine and hope, was goal in 

insisting we start with a story. I do not however believe it was necessary to control their 

behaviour to the extent that I did, as it would not have affected my primary goat and I 

wonder whether it was necessary for Liz to do the same. It seemed that although I 

wanted the children to make up the story, I was still following Liz's guidelines and then, 

when the children did present an opportunity for them to enact their own idea, I still did 

not let them. 

These instances were a wonderful example of how beautifully teaching and learning 

interlink and reflect each other. Liz was reflecting my need to control and the children 

echoed my frustration at being controlled. The extent of it was even greater, with more 

implication for drama. 

The next aspect of me letting go of control cropped up again and again in slightly 

different ways. By not getting into role (my next struggle), by not becoming another 

character, I remained the teacher, dominating and controlling the class from the position 

of power I set up from our first lesson together. One of the aims of drama is to be able 

to control from within, a bit more like directing the action but from the position of 

another character. It results in learners having more power to challenge and question the 

teacher, as they are not directly challenging him/her; they are challenging the teacher's 

character. It also helps the drama; in that learners become more involved in their roles 

when the teacher takes one on completely and models how to do it. This method of 

controlling the drama has been criticized for being a more insidious and hence more 

dangerous form of control as it reinforces patterns in a very subtle way. 
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4.33 Contw/- but with 4 g04/ 

As I became more aware of the issue of control in my teaching, I started using it to finer 

degree with more conscious aims. I was more aware of what aspects of the lesson I was 

controlling and why. 

Lesson 4 June 6 

The girls C21me in 21ne! I expbinee! the options as we warmed up. As expectee!, 

some wZlnted to mZlke their own story ane! others to low mine I told them 

that iF we mZl(.1e up Zl story, we woule! too much time talking Zlbout It. 

i trying to C1gree 21ne! we die! not much time. One givlsugge5tee! we vote 

but I thZlt I preFerree! everyone to come to 21n agreement and that takes 

time 

I suggested they I to my story Zlnd then we decide. 

i I told them the introduction and then Zlsked iFtheywould like the people 

In the vil21ge ;:md see what happens. A Few said Zlnd I immedl21tely 21ccepted 

their Zlnswer (215 it SUited me) proceecjed. 

Here I c;m controlling the oVer4//strudure r4ther th4n ;j/low/ng discuss/on ;j!Jd 

.:;greement due to time constr.:1/nts .:;nd other .:;/ms. 

One ':;Im /s t.:;king precedence over .:;nother. (}OUt!7.:;/ June 6) 

In this situation I was completely aware of how I was controlling the situation but aware 

that I was forsaking the development of one skill (group negotiation and agreement. 

which I had already worked with, with a previous group of children) for another (role 

development), which needed a certain situation to be set up within a limited time frame. 

This shows me a development in that I was aware, even before going into the class, that 

I would need to control the situation carefully in order to achieve my objectives for the 

girls and myself. This is vastly different to controlling a situation out of insecurity without 

realising it or being able to stop myself. Certain constraints, particularly time, led to a 

situation where strict control was needed to achieve the learning I wanted for them and 
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myself. I still feel, however, that a teacher with great skill or perhaps experience will need 

to control less and will still be able to reach intended goals. An experienced surfer can 

deal with unexpected events while riding a wave and still try for maximum creativity, 

learning and fun. 

4.3.4 Trust diminishes contl'Ol 

My control was initially spread over a variety of teaching phenomena: behaviour and 

attention, drama and discussion, lesson structure and themes. I noticed how my need to 

control each moment of the girls' behaviour and attention diminished in the following 

lesson: 

! School B, Gr"1de 4 Girls, Lesson 2, june 13. Without silent "1nentlon 

; Atthe st"1rt o(the lesson, I told the girls wh"1t I w"1nted them to thinlqbout "1S 

i they moved Into the d r"1m"1, "1S well "1S how they wou Id move Into it 

I mmed i"1tely there were questions "1nd "1S I st"1rted "1nswering them the circle 

broke into groups "1nd the girls st"1rteci t"1lking to e"1ch other "1nd "1sking me 

i m"1ny questions. I noticed th"1t where I would usu"1lly h"1ve dem"1nded silence 

"1 nd th"1t they listen to e"1ch other's questions, I I ust let them sort out problems 

In wh"1t W"1S not "1 quiet "1nd orderly W"1y. I then loudly "1sked them to go Into 

the next ph"1se thC1t I hC1d explC1lned "1nd they Aowed smoothly Into the dr"1mC1. 

This moment certainly stirred a feeling, a strange awareness without an immediate 

understanding of what was happening. I felt vaguely uncomfortable with the noise and 

apparent chaos which, I realise with hindsight, was very structured as the girls were 

organizing themselves. What is interesting is how and why I resisted the urge to silence 

them, to overtly dominate and control the proceedings. 

Cc/y commented thc;t / seemed much cc;lmer c;nd she probed c;sking me 

whether It wc;s becc;use / wc;s brec;thing, hc;d prc;d/ced or WC7S beginning to trust 

the text; to trust drC7mC7. / thought It might be becC7use, firstly, / hC7d c;lrec;dy 

estc;Uished some control c;nd c;uthonty in tile first kw lessons. Second / kit 
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th;;t the drc;ma was movingl that eqch step d/cl not hc;ve to be controlled by 

me, thc;t the girls knew wh;;}t to do next, / now fi:eI th::;t they Were sorting 

things out fOr themselves - c;s they neec/ed to, Perhqps in q str::;nge 

subconscious w::;y I knew this qnd w::;s hqppy to let It go q5 q result, 

(Joutl)ql June (4) 

I had given clear instructions as to how we were about to proceed. Perhaps I realized 

the girls needed to communicate to organize themselves and did not need that to be 

slowed down by doing it in a whole class forum with each question going through me. 

Mostly I think that having become more familiar with the girls, having set up my 

authority at the start and perhaps trusting their desire to do drama, to co-operate, I did 

not need to ensure that they remain focused. Perhaps I trusted the drama more. A story 

was set up, I knew where it was going and the girls had a good idea of what to do too. I 

do not believe that practising my roles influenced this moment although it did have a 

great influence later in that lesson. 

The idea that I was breathing is also interesting although it is obvious that I was always 

breathing. Breathing brings with it an image of an ebb and flow, control and release. By 

controlling initially, I could release later. In my first classes at School B we worked 

through a series of exercises that were linked although not flowing, and with strong time 

constraints. Stopping and starting them, directing the girls' attention to the outcomes of 

each exercise, was very much in my hands and my control. I rarely released either my 

breath or control. The story was set up and I was aiming at directing from within the 

story as a character. I was no longer the teacher With constrai nts and objectives, hav; ng 

to make sure they were being achieved every step of the way by ensuring that 

everything went via me. Finally I was able to allow the girls to go where I always wanted 

them to go - to be able to discuss the lesson amongst themselves. Trust in myselfl in the 
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girls and in the process of drama along with increased confidence seemed to minimise 

my need for overt control of every step. I exhaled at last. 

4.4 One W~ve Su ~(ed 

After School B we stopped for the winter holiday (about a month) and I was given the 

option of doing more research with another group of learners, or stopping and 

concluding my dissertation. I could see how much I had learnt and was feeling good 

about the progress I had made. Liz watched a lesson having not watching any for a 

month. Afterwards she told me how impressed she was with the progress she saw: I had 

taken on a role and managed to put the drama into the learner's hands; I had let go of 

my iron grip on learner's attention; and I was managing the structure of the class without 

overtly controlling it. I had learnt and achieved a number of goals. I felt good about my 

progress and was not so sure that I needed to continue researching. With a number of 

other distractions around me, I decided to teach another group, to keep my focus as 

well as do more research. 

4.5 Three To Duckdive 

I had finally ridden a wave that I felt good about. I turned to paddle back out, only to see 

a huge set approaching in the form of six feet of churning white water: my first class at 

School C with a group of prepubescent Grade 6s was a wave that took me by surprise. I 

planned to do a few warm-up and group exercises to get to know them, establish trust 

and some sort of group working spirit, while building the exercises into a group (class) 

thunderstorm, both Visually and vocally. It took 10 minutes to get their shoes off. I had to 

repeatedly remind many learners to take off their shoes. There was an extreme 

reluctance to co-operate and a tendency to ignore requests. 
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C Gr'1(le 6 Schol'1rs Lesson 1 Aug 5 

It took qbout 10 minutes of cOi1xing Instructing to shoes off, qS 

• mi1ny did nothing when I told them to remove their '1nd shoes wh 

some oblected s'1ying it W'1S cold '1nd other"s tried to keep theil- socks on 

i We eventually by stretching touching toes, I uced the 

tried them whqt it me'1nt to 

(they knew) but every time we tried t'1lklng '1nJ murmuring, on the other 

of where! W'1S boking and often right in Front of me, wou Iq not stop. 

them to Sit 'Freeze')<1nd tqkersst<1nd Itgotquieter 

We st<1rteq 'n'1me echo', which WGiS f1lrly successFu I GiS most seemed to listen 

. '1nJ repe'1t. I stopped them '1 Few times to get them to listen <1nd respond 

accUl"<1teIY, imit<1ting the tone <1nd o(the voice o(the person 5'1ying his Or 

n<1me. I described how to do the <1ctivity '1nd <1sked volunteers to 

an '1dlective with their nqme eg "Strong Sibonglle, Clever ice," then 

proceeded to the next person. For those th<1t cou Id not or wou!d not do it 

the group help or mqde a suggestion myselF. became more 

more noisy '1S people on the oFthe anq 

a DOut suggestions or who knows whGit ... 50 I did not proceed q rou nd the 

. circle, but lumped Giround q bit usuqlly moving to where disruption seemed 

gre'ltest. I became more unsettleq. 

secretGiry c'lme in C1sking us to be qu 

! then a teacher retul"neq with the sC1me 

'15 the prlncipC1! WC15 In '1 meeting, 

<md then GC1y reiterqteq It. I had 
t 

II success in 'lsking them to reduce the noise levels. They were noisy and I 

qiq not see how I W'lS going to give a iet qrama lesson, ,quiet 

I asked them walk arounq IntroquCing themselves C1tlq to try and be 

the 'ldjective describing their n'lme. Most simply walkeq around, some 

uced themselves without ta ki ng on 'lny cha rader I was /I cr'lzy 

some were too to even shi1ke with me 

7 A tool I used to get students attention by them freeze when I shake it. 
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I did not to resort to shouting or becoming angry with this group. My tactics were simple 

methods to focus the class' attention where there seemed to be a disruption. In my 

experience, learners (especially primary school age) are quite timid and generally co

operative in the first class with a new teacher, as they come to know you - not so with 

this class. 

4.5.1 Thtesholc/s 

Heathcote writes about how "teachers require to understand their own security and 

practise in order that they may gradually push back these security needs and accept 

more tenuous positions in order that eventually they may teach from positions of more 

calculated risk" (Heathcote 1971, p.4S). She calls these security needs 'thresholds'. I 

initially concluded that my noise threshold (which influences my need to be in control 

and assert my authority) drops as I get to know and trust the learners in my care and the 

teaching process I am working with. The noise level and quality at School C was 

definitely beyond my threshold, and my inclination would have been to try and establish 

some sort of control. However, as they were not showing the usual level of respect and 

co-operation, I guessed that they were subjected to severe control, which could explain 

their extreme ebullience. Therefore, believing that trying to enforce control in traditional 

ways would not work, I tried to become more comfortable with them and their 

expression. Furthermore, having discovered what an issue control was for me, I was 

determined to work with it in a more sensitive way rather than assert control forcefully. I 

have to wonder how they would have reacted if I tried to control their behaviour had 

they been my first class on this course. 
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4.5.2 Responc/ing to neec/s in the moment 

The fact that they were not co-operating as I expected they would led me to believe that 

something was wrong for this group of learners. In Drama, when something is arniss, 

when things are not clear, when learners are not learning I do not understand, when 

they are bored, there is no way a teacher will miss it. When we teach through doing, 

through acting and interacting, it is clear from the reactions of learners when it is not 

happening for them. When learners have to sit listening to a teacher drone on, the line 

betvveen attending, or not attending is not clear, the line betvveen understanding or not 

understanding does not easily show, often until it is too late. Suddenly using another 

method (dramat where feedback from learners is very quick and clear, is very unsettling 

for a teacher used to "chalk and talk" or for any teacher not accustomed to direct 

feedback on the lesson. When a class gets out of hand - talking amongst themselves, 

not listening to either the teacher or each other, spinning on the seats of their pants, 

pushing each other around, skulking in corners - something is obviously not working for 

them. The traditional solution for many a teacher would be to get them separated from 

their friends, sitting in desks - QUIETLY -listening to the teacher or doing work. In drama 

this is not an option; it destroys the point but at the same time co-operation is needed 

and that starts with listening. 

I have to wonder how Heathcote would handle a group so reluctant to listen to either 

the teacher or each other. (I imagine she would have quickly assessed where their 

interests were and used that to gain their co-operation.) I tried to not lose my composure 

nor let them unsettle me. I felt an urgent need to be able to respond appropriately to the 

messages these learners were sending, but in the moment I found myself struggling to 

just stay calm and carry on teaching. After trying everything I could with little success, I 

began to consider some of the opinions about this class that I had heard. The resident 

drama teacher had offered this class ahead of all others. I arrived for my third lesson to 

hear a teacher saying she wished she could have strangled the learners in this class as 
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other teachers joined in to complain about them. On another occasion I was told by a 

different teacher that I was very brave coming back to teach them each week. A teacher 

whose daughter was in the class told me that they did not like drama, that girls often left 

the class in tears. I therefore tried a variety of tactics that I thought would establish some 

sort of order and co-operation without alienating them by using stern discipline. Gay 

suggested a few tactics: firstly get them enjoying and interested in drama, and secondly 

sell myself to them such (I imagine) that they would want to do what I suggested. The 

issue that arose had come up before this class, but now predominated: one of acting 

appropriately out of my resources, and more specifically, (re)acting in the moment

reading the class and responding immediately. My resources for establishing control and 

gaining co-operation that had appeared adequate with Schools A and B now were to 

prove hopelessly inadequate at School C. There was a certain amount I found I could 

feel out for myself and experiment with, but without experience, guidance, without 

suggestions or pressure to continue, I have to wonder why a teacher would bother 

struggling with these issues, especially with a difficult class. 

4.5.3 5ubject Mqttet5 

Heathcote (1971 pAS) talks about three realities a teacher needs to take account of in 

learning to teach drama. The first is your own condition, with regard to areas in which 

every teacher has thresholds of tolerance. Then the condition of the class and thirdly, the 

nature of the material or subject matter need also be considered. My own condition was 

something I was not only coming to know, but also a changing reality I was constantly 

aware of and working with. The condition of the class was also such a big issue here that 

the subject matter (being unconstrained) was something I did not consider. Had I spent 

more time with this I may have found the hook I was looking for. I was consumed by the 

need to assess the learners' needs, the condition of the class and how to respond 

appropriately. I did not know how to get their attention, interest and co-operation let 

alone what they needed. I had some ideas of how to gain some interest and how to 
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appeal to them but I was only experimenting. For every class I consulted an extensive 

array of material for ideas on what to do. This was a great help in finding interesting ideas 

for things to do in class, but material to help me assess the needs of the class was not at 

hand. I was trying to learn about this as I went about it. 

The next seven lessons at School C proceeded with me trying different tactics to get co

operation. After working in groups and having some success, I would try something as a 

class and leave ready to give up. There were some small successes, especially with group 

work, but I never managed to get them co-operating as a class, not even listening to each 

other. In our final class I saw that this inability to listen was the fundamental problem with 

which drama could probably really help them. 

Gay commented at the end of my 8 weeks there that I had changed from the strict 

disciplinarian to one who could tolerate noise. Perhaps I had to some extent, but I also felt 

that with this group, trying to discipline and control them would be a pointless exercise 

and waste of energy as it had probably been done in so many ways over and over again 

that they were pretty much immune to orders. The above example was only my first 

experience of them simply ignoring requests, orders or instructions. I think I realised I 

would have to find another way to get them all involved and co-operating, although I 

never I managed to do this. Whether it was me who changed or whether it was just a 

different situation is difficult to decide and impossible to measure which had more of an 

influence. It was a new group of learners and I was reacting differently, allowing much 

more noise. 

4.6 Vps qnd Downs or Leqrning 

At School A, I was so keen to jump in head first and, perhaps as I was working with 

younger children, I had no fear but still controlled their behaviour strongly while I tried to 

come to terms with teaching using drama. At School B, I felt the need and the space to 
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work with elements of drama, perhaps more for my own learning of the skill, to build my 

confidence (because my fear had grown) but as I came to know the skills, process and 

girls better, so I let go of control. With School C learners who were less willing to co-

operate, my fears were greatest and yet I let go of control of behaviour more so than in 

either of the first two schools. Just by becoming aware of control, I let go a bit more. 

I trusted the learners and drama less and controlled the drama more. I was less willing to 

do drama with the whole class, finding them more manageable when they were 

working in groups. I think I was less sure of stepping into the imaginary, of using role, as 

it had to be done with the whole group. 

4.6.1 Context 

I found that my learning was not a straight forward progression. It was extremely 

dependant on the context in which I was teaching because of my thresholds, the 

children I was working with and ;... How much did mysL;(Ce3S the girls hilve 

the level of skill I had 
to do with the ma johty leame-s ~ing 
most like myselF; white (em,ile:;? 

acheived. With a group of children that was 

easy to work with, it was easy to make and see my gains. With a more difficult group, it 

was harder to make gains, either in my own learning or theirs. More experience did 

result in less need to control behaviour, but had the third group been one I could 

control, I may have repeated that pattern of establishing control before moving on to 

riding bigger waves with drama. With controlled behaviour came trust (in myself and in 

drama) and co-operation; this seemed to be a key ingredient for making the most gains 

with both drama skills and the social aims with which I had initially set out. 

4.6.2 Now Feqt ConfOul7c/s 

Those social aims were confounded by aims, which were different to mine -

teaching drama students to be teachers as opposed to a teacher learning how to use 

drama. Then my initial lack of fear against her having probably witnessed disasters, her 

need to establish control and the context we were working in all resulted in me 
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approaching my learning and intentions differently from how I had set out. The need to 

learn the basic skills in teaching drama eclipsed initial aims of bringing the children to 

new understandings. This I believe contributed to the reproduction of methods Liz was 

more accustomed to rather than a transformation of either her ideas or mine. Through 

acting appropriately out of the resources we had, the scope for learning was limited. 

Fear of taking that bigger wave that was so threatening and different it prevented us 

both from learning about something we were unwilling to try. Through these 

experiences I also clearly saw in myself an avoidance of confrontation with perceived 

authorities. I learnt that the need to explain reasons for teaching methods is vital for co

operation and learner understanding because, if any of them are like me, it is unlikely 

that they wlll ask when frustrated and more likely that they will rebel confounding both 

their aims and mine. 

4.6.3 Leqtl7ing or Te;;ching ! 

The greatest experience for me was encountering the reciprocal nature of teaching and 

learning. Problems I was experiencing were reflected through the learners. Noticing their 

struggles and attempting to solve them as a teacher would help me resolve a similar 

problem I was having as a learner. This emphasised the interconnectedness of teaching, 

learning and life in general. Being aware of others, and learners in particular, I learnt 

about myself. I became more aware of my tendency to control and used it to more 

conscious effect, which helped me understand my learning and focus my teaching. 

I am sorry I never got to paddle deep into the impact zone while my fear had not yet 

emerged. Surfers I know who have learnt the skill quickest, have done it this way. But 

regret is no way to learn, rather take my experiences and use them to the best possible 

effect. 
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Ch~pter 5 BelieF Clod Dr~rnq 

" ... t!i.e question of i1lU1.fJini11fJ resem6fes tfw question of 6eillB in tfzat 60tli refate to sometliina 

so 06vious as to 6e averfoo/i.sd aM so efusi(Je as to 6e mmamea6{e. Jl panufo.xjca{ 

phenomenon.. 'more distant tfzan tfw stars aM nearer t!ian tfw eye '" 

(j(ic!iard1Varney (1991, p.5) 

5.1 Introduction 

In the absence of fear (and sometimes alongside fear) courage can be found to abandon 

old ideas; courage to adm'lt there is something I know nothing about, something I 

cannot do; courage to risk failure in a new endeavour; and courage to try something 

new. This is where learning thrives, The need for courage is very clear in the sea when 

trying to catch waves, especially when they are big or have steep faces, Trying to learn, 

since finding fear, I tend to stay on the sidelines, well clear of the take-off zone, and try to 

catch waves from the safety of the edges. Unfortunately it is very difficult to do that, and 

I end up splashing and paddling as I try to catch the waves ending up frustrated, 

watching them go by. The problem is my imagination: if I am imagining that the waves 

are bigger or more dangerous than they are, I play them too safely and do not take the 

risks needed to catch a ride. My imagination creates fear, which can protect but also 

cripples my ability to act. What is needed is an accurate imagination, able to predict 

what the wave is likely to do so that I can best position myself for the action. Experience 

helps to grow an accurate imagination. This increases my courage for the adrenalin 

pumping rides from which come more experience and learning. 

In this chapter I look at moments that emerged from different lessons, through the lenses 

of my beliefs about imagination in the context of life in general and teaching with drama 

in particular. I go on to find possible solutions (both imagined and experienced) to 

problems emerging from my teaching experiences. 
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5.2 To (be) Educate(d in) Imagination 

With drama I wanted to create situations for learners in which they would confront an 

issue through an imagined situation. They, therefore, had to be able to imagine the 

situation first. While Kearney sees the question of imagining as illusive, I have come to 

see imagination not as a gift, but more like a faculty we use every day. The extent to 

which we can and do use it greatly influences our lives, those of the people around us, 

and the world. Perhaps the most important function of the imagination is to predict 

future outcomes of present behaviour and act on those predictions. Hughes (1988 p.35) 

stresses the importance of this aspect of the imagination when he writes about how a 

person (who we say has no imagination) "simply cannot think what will happen if they 

do such and such a thing ... they have to work on principles, on orders, or by precedent 

and they will always be marked by extreme rigidity." Greene (1995 p.23) calls them 

"the fearsome ones." On the other hand, people with a vivid but inaccurate imagination 

may be as destructive as the previous type because "they will be full of confident 

schemes and proof which will simply be false" (Hughes 1988 p.36). Hughes believes 

that, "Imagination that is both accurate and strong is so rare that somebody who 

appears in possession of it is regarded as something more than human." He sees 

imagination, "with its delicate wiring of perceptions, (as) our most valuable piece of 

practical equipment.... It ought to be education's first concern" (ibid.p.36). I see drama as 

an excellent tool for developing imagination. 

Traditionally si nce the start of mass education, children have been educated for the work 

place. In a world changing as fast as ours is now, I will venture that a turn towards 

developing the imagination of future adults is essential to equip children for their future. 

Teachers of today really have no idea what kinds of work their learners will be doing in 

t\venty years time. Educating them to use their imagination will facilitate healthy and 

creative survival in any future environment as well as enhance their ability to adapt to a 

variety of different jobs, to interact well and possibly be creators of new and better ways. 
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Failing to educate the imagination will tie future adults to routine, mindless jobs. But 

more than this, an education emphasizing imagination must surely result in stronger, 

more caring communities and thinking individuals that can predict consequences more 

accurately and act on better predictions. 

5.3 (Not) Be[ieving 

Although the first step in my aims with drama was to get the children imagining, I found 

that I was the one really struggling to do so. As I analysed the events of my first drama 

with the first grade children, I found that they were able to imagine the things they found 

(within the situation I had set up), but I was not: 

/ te;;;lise now how when they wete looking c;round the bumt out pc;tk to see 

whc;t could hc;ve st<Jtfed the ql7d fOund ;;;n im<JglfJc;ty hghtet, mc;tches, 

efg;;;tefte butts / did not teqlly beheve enough to m;;;ke the objeds Wh,;;t 

I could helVe dOl)e wc;s tltuc;lisc' the flfJdmg of these cruefc;l/tems cc;tefUlly tqke 

them ftom the chddten qnd IdlY them out on the gtound on,;; mdlt at,;; tc;b/e to 

discusslc;tet, I ptC;dicc;11y held them dlnd dropped them /1) the sc;me moment in 

fOllowing whc;t I WqS plql)!)ffJg teJthet th,;;n leftllJg the chddten btllJg the/t k/eqs 

to me ,;;nd then USINC them like v;;;lu,;;b/e clues, ()oumql Mc;t 8) 

Then when we did the story of the Pied Piper, I attempted to take on his role but I did 

not believe that I was the Pied Piper enough to be able to discipline from Within that 

dramatic context. 

First GrC1de Children Lesson 3 April 25 

As the Pied Piper, le'lqing the children 3WC1Y, I continued n'1rr'lting the story, 

When the children st'lrteq running 'lhe'lq of me, I stoppeq the qr'lm'l 'lncl told 

them offfor running '1heC1q into the dC1rk r'1tner following me beC'luse of 
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I continued by directing them through the mou 

If I was narrating the story, I obviously was not a character in the drama but more like a 

teacher telling a story. Instead of directing them, I could have guided them. 

/ coule/ h"lve S"lt "lne/ listc'nee/ insIde the e/"ltk p"lSS"lges "lne/ given the chtle/ten 

time to believe. / coule/ h"lvc closcLi my eyes. stoppee/ "lne/ lookee/ p"lck "lS the 

c"lve closee/ (e/t"lmiitic moment). Ooumiil Apn/ 28) 

The following is another example of the effect of my struggle with my own imagination. 

School A First Gr~de Children 7 M~y2 

'When c~me over "1nq st~rted b~nging ("15 iF on ~ door). c~ild ren 

I wh~t thqt WG1S, I sqid I did not know ~nd suggested we go and see. 

qnq I st~rted moving ~cross to where Liz Wq5. One of the girls ran back to me, 

I graSbed my hanq ~nd sqiq she was s~rect 

/ stm/ee/ inwiire/Iy, held her hiine/ tightly iine/ c"ltriee/ on tow;;te/s Liz. / now wish / 

h"lq tumee/ to !)et "lne/ 5"lid ";i1e tool" / "lIn h"l vll7g "l huge problem gettl!7g I17to 

role. Ooum"ll M;;y 7) 

At the time, I saw the problem as one of getting in to role, but I think the root of the 

problem is deeper in that I was unable to believe in the imaginary situations I had 

created that would have enabled me to get into role. I have discussed how this has to 

do with control and not wanting to let go, but the implications extend into not allOWing 

me (or me not allowing myself) to believe in the event I was expecting the children to 

believe in. I was obviously struggling with it far more than, or at least as much as, the 

children. Although there is the possibility that the little girl was scared of Liz (and not 

necessarily believing in the drama), the problem is exacerbated in that I did not believe 

enough to be able to enter into her world and find out. 
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5.4 Aiming rot Solutions 

One of the main reasons I wanted to learn to use drama in educating was for the 

opportunities for my students and myself to learn through the metaphorical: through 

pretending to be someone else, somewhere else, we can learn another perspective. The 

imagined situation created through drama also creates a space for thinking beyond the 

concrete contingencies of the present. Piaget claims young children can only think 

concretely. Drama makes the 'ship' and the 'sailors' concrete and the storm, a concrete 

hazard to deal with. Warnock highlights a related aspect of what Mill calls the 

'imaginative emotion', which we can experience when we vividly create an idea. 

Warnock claims that the pleasure of this feeling will not wear out. "Children cannot be 

taught to feel deeply; but they can be taught to look and listen in such a way that the 

imaginative emotion follows" (Warnock 1976, p.206). To help the children enter these 

imaginary situations, I needed to be able to do so myself in order to model it and 

encourage them. Through believing and immersing myself in the drama, I help the 

learners to do the same. I allow myself into another world, with them, through which we 

can learn from the metaphoricat but I can only guide their learning if I am there with 

them. If not, I have little idea of what, if anything, has been learnt. 

1 Solution One: Pivot <il"Ounc! the Re<il <inc! into Role 

Liz had been advising me to go into role, and in the last lesson quoted above, she 

spontaneously came into the drama in role. It forced me to cope with an unpredictable 

situation, but mostly it demonstrated the effectiveness of the teacher in role. Even so, 

seeing and knowing how effective it was, was only one step towards having the courage 

to try and do the same - to imagine and believe such that I could take on a role and try 

successfully to be someone else. 

Again it comes down to fear and a lack of dramatic resources. Having done something 

many times, I believe I can lose fear of doing it. Having done something badly once or 
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twice (as in the Pied Piper story mentioned above) increased my fear and led to more 

elaborate skirting of the issue. Getting into role and believing in the situation only 

happened successfully with the first grade children after nine lessons. It involved the use 

of a pivot8, which both Gay and Liz had been suggesting I try to use. Vygotsky (1985 

p.546) writes about how a child needs a pivot to sever thought from an object in order 

to imagine that object as other than it is. A pivot was needed here to imagine a situation 

other than the real one. 

I had tried using a pivot in an earlier lesson, a photograph of some children that we tried 

to create an orphanage for. I was trying to get the children to talk and think about what 

orphans need - I believed they would be experts on what children need - but the 

results were less than inspirational. 

School A First Grqqe 6 Ma,y9 
I 

• The others st3rted coming up with iqe3S I ike a TV C1 trea5U re chest a bottle 

of p'1per, '111 of which i to q iscuss '1 nd see II it was 

importC1nt For child ren Pa,per WaS needed d raw on, C1 chest to put toys ill, TV 

I to watch, then not, because it wa,s b<1d you r eyes, Coke to d ri n k and w<1sh 
i 

. your Food down with. 

Perhaps if I had shown more concern for these orphans who were going to be in my 

care, if I had problematised the concern, we could have gone further and deeper. Tanya 

Miller, a friend and an exceptional international teacher presently working with three-

year-olds in Prague, said that when working with children, especially when spoken 

language is not very well understood, it is important that my feeling is right, that it 

matches what I am saying or trying to do. Feelings are given away in body language, 

which children can usually understand better than words. I believe that I was not feeling 

what I was trying to communicate. If I want meaningful responses from my learners, I 

need to be even more involved in my own stories; I need to believe them on more 

8 An object that helps sever real meaning and enable something imaginary. 
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levels than I did here. I am sure experience will help here too and I am eager to try this 

drama agai n. 

The first time my taking a role did work was in The Sad King story9 (O'Neil, C. Lambert, 

A. & Linne!, R. 1977) which I converted to The Sad Queen and used a change of clothes 

as the pivot. The children, presented with the task of visiting the queen, journey to the 

castle with me in role as a villager. When they arrived at the castle, I went to find the 

queen and returned in a gold cape with a crown (as the queen). Afterwards Liz's 

comments read, "Use of costume was very effective. Use of voice as the queen, also 

good .... You're getting it - questions, stance etc." I certainly noticed some awe amongst 

the children. 

A First GrClde Childret7 Lesson 9 

... a Few oFthem giggled and I gbred at them, then slowly one Or two started 

! with a bow Or a curtsey and the rest qUickly Followed suit. 

It took them a while to remember to curtsey and bow as we had practised. The change 

of clothes had as dramatic an effect on me as it did on the learners. Their language 

changed, they were very quiet and all completely focused on me. The change of clothes 

helped build my belief as well as theirs. 

Unfortunately my success in taking on a role in this lesson did not make a change that 

was to last. 

'; The Sad King lives in a castle above a Village where the people are poor but happy. The king 

orders the people all to present him with a gift of their most precious belonging that brings them 

the most happiness. A poor woman in the village only has a child and the children are confronted 

with the problem of the king wanting to take the child from this woman who has nothing else. 
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54.2 Solution Two - Slowly huilc/ helief (using the senses) 

Our instructions for our first class at the second school involved preparing a lesson that 

flowed, thematically, from some starting exercises and developed towards a drama. I 

watched some of the other students first to get some idea of what Liz meant. I felt very 

comfortable with this idea. It was a chance for me to explore drama with the girls and 

get to know (and perhaps trust) drama as I got to know them. It seemed like a very safe 

and comfortable place to start. The following week (May 2nd
) I started the series of 

exercises that I had planned but never had enough time to finish, as the girls had arrived 

late and my timing was not right. 

... The othet stadel7ts st:;tted thelt c/t:;m:;s hy htil7gil7g in mystety ohjeds to 

ae:;te C/ chC/f;:;det. / hC/ve heen hesit.:;ttj7g C/// week .:;hout wh.:;t do with them, 

whethet move Into C/ dtqmq ot to limsh the exetC/se / hC/d plC/l7l7ee/. Now, I 

thmk / w'// finish wh.:;t / p/q/Jl7ee/. 

/ wOI7c/et If my hesit:;ttng IS due to C/ /C/ck ofideC/s ot Insecutity qboat my c/tC/mc; 

skIlls espeC/qlly wotkljlg with ql7 olc/c't gwup with membets who hc;ve dO/Je 

c/t<lm<l be!Vte. (Peth<lps / shoulc/ dlScu5.) c/tc;m<l with them thIS week) Peth<lps 

my InitiC/1 p/':;17 did h:;ve some conti/laity In:; ditediol7 <l/Jd p<lth I woald like to 

!V/loy'!, ot thete 15 mote secutity il7/ust c/olng exetcises. My gut kef <ll7d Ic;ck of 

Ide<ls S<lY !Vllow whc;t / h:;ve stc;ttee/. Ooamc;1 Mc;y 7) 

Certainly, working with older girls challenged me in different ways. Their expectations 

seemed greater, and that some of them had done drama before intimidated me. Also, 

watching the other drama students move right into imaginative dramatic activities 

involving role-playing increased the pressure I felt. Fortunately I took it slowly. I did 

follow what I had started by repeating a few of the exercises, then bringing the lesson to 
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what we had not had time for the week before. It involved building a machine using 

bodies, sounds and movements. 

B Gr'1de 4 Girls 

... Then I expiCjined the group m'1chine, '1nd one girlst'1rt, while the 

w'1tched '1nd then slowly let them ioin in one-by-one until t~ey were '1!1 

oFthe m'1chine, moving '1nd m'1k1ng As I 5topped them G'1Y c(1me 

i to tell me to turn It on '1nd off which I then did, turning it on <lg(1in, then 

, then on '1nd off on <lgctin then I told the mctchine to fuster, then slower, 

then stop. 

Gay commented afterwards that she had thought I was going too slowly (letting only 

one girl at a time join in from a group of about 34). She later decided that this had given 

the girls time to come to believe in the machine, to want to be part of it, and that this is 

what helped it work so well. 

I believe one of the big reasons this drama worked was because of the slow (over 2 

lessons) step-by-step progress and development towards creating the machine. We 

started with a warm up and name game to get to know each other. After the trust 

exercises (which heightened sensory awareness, especially touch) we moved into 

making sounds of machines and copying one another's sounds which helped focus the 

girls and get them working together. The movement exercise was also visual the girls 

watched each other move like a machine, which I believe both challenged and inspired 

them. This was then linked to a machine sound, combining the senses before bringing 

everyone and all the elements together in the one big machine. The slow and steady 

build-up using different senses, mostly in relation to machines, proved to be a crucial 

aspect of building belief in the drama. 

This step by step procedure helped build my belief and that of the learners' but it was 

something I did better and was more focused on while working with the younger 
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learners in the first two schools (which also happened to be the lessons I taught after 

watching the other students' classes). There are a few possible reasons for this. Firstly 

working with younger learners I made fewer assumptions about their abilities and would 

probably lead them in slower than with the older learners who I expected to catch on 

and become involved quicker and easier but with whom the opposite proved true 

(because of my assumptions?). Secondly, I was watching the other students and had 

time to consolidate my plans while observing their mistakes and learning from them as 

well as not wanting to have any disasters while being watched. Peer pressure and a fear 

of failure helped my teaching and learning succeed. 

Although taking small steps is a possible gambit for building belief, Gay believes small 

steps can be taken if the learners are willing; otherwise gross steps are needed to show 

them that something is happening. Doing things step by step is a tactic that has worked 

well in the classroom for me before ever coming to use drama. The drama context only 

serves to reinforce it as a general principle in teaching. It builds confidence in ability and 

minimizes fear - both theirs and mine. And yet doing it right this time did not mean I 

had learnt the skill. Later with the learners in School C, my first role-drama had only 

moderate success for a variety of reasons but fundamentally (I believe) because I was 

not clear about the steps to lead them or myself into the drama. 

5.4.3 Solution Three In pl;J!lning 

By the time I got to my penultimate lesson at School C, I was beginning to feel some 

pressure, having not managed to do a group drama with the learners nor take on any 

role myself. Gay suggested an idea she had previously seen work very well with a 

difficult group. It involved going straight into role and introducing an intriguing and 

complex situation that the learners would have to solve. It was about a girl their age who 

had killed her brother in a fit of temper while their parents were out, and who then 

feigned innocence. 
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rS Lesson 7 Sept 16 

I h<ld qbout 30 minutes to hnish prep<lring. I qu Ickly drew the m<lp <lnd tried to 

get things eleen' in my he<ld. I knew I did not h<lve it cie'lr In terms or order of 

events, eI<lt"lty of story, my role or wh'lt I w<lnted to emerge. 

There were a number of reasons for the problems with this lesson. Firstly, I did not do a 

warm-up. They were so difficult to work with as a group, I underestimated the 

importance of these build up exercises and I was worried about having enough time to 

finish what I had planned. Secondly, I rushed the introduction, not explaining clearly nor 

leading them step-by-step into what had happened to set the scene (no frame). Also, I 

was not clear about my role, (who was I actually?) nor did I give them time to decide 

who they were. This was not the first time that not being clear about a lesson, its overall 

flow, direction, steps and reasons as well as outcomes led to a hazy and messy lesson. It 

is a basic principle in teaching: good preparation results in good classes and good 

preparation takes time. This brings me back to wondering how a teacher with a full 

schedule would find the time needed to learn to use drama successfully. 

Lessons that I had enough time to imagine and for which I had developed very clear 

steps that I took the learners through, to help them imagine, generally resulted in 

success. The first grade children had the opportunity to listen to a story and identify with 

someone before being asked to choose who they wanted to be. We also practised 

aspects of being who they were to become (bowing and curtseying to the 

queen as villagers). The grade four girls had the opportunity to practise a range 

of aspects of being machines (sound and movement). In the Sad Queen (which 

was used again but in much more detail over three lessons at School B) the girls 

(NOTE how 
character oi 
the queen 
was the 
easiest) 

discussed what different people in a village did before deciding who they were and what 

they did in the village. They got to imagine doing it as I walked around asking them 

questions about their character, helping them to move further into role. I practised my 

role at home, gave it some thought, imagined doing it, how I would speak, what I would 
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do, who I was, how I looked, walked and felt. Both my learners and I were far more able 

to believe in the drama when we knew and built belief in who we were. 

Although I had managed to build roles well in Schools A and B, I had not learnt how to 

use this skill so it would be accessible when it was needed in a more difficult situation. I 

therefore find myself asking, "How useful is learning through doing?" I had managed to 

imagine and believe, to convey that belief (through a variety of drama tactics) enough to 

draw my learners into the situation and their roles such that they could believe, and yet 

with the third group it failed. Not that you would be able to tell from the learners' 

reaction. 

The leCltl7etS were enthr41lec/ with w:;rc/lo, completely believing thClt she W4S 

Mc7rY, the teenClger who triec/ klfl her brother. The c/rClmCl h.:;c/ IIvotked fOr 

some oft!7em, they hClc/ enterec/ into the imClgin<lry, they hc;c/ believec/ hut / 

!Jc;d not. I kit f}0 mc;g/c tingling of success or excitement thClt somethmg 

sped.:;1 h.:;c/ hClppenec/ - perhClps becCluse not Clil of them hClc/ become involvec/ 

or believec/ Clnc/ those who C/M not seem to hCld been c/isruptive, 

()outl741 17 Sept) 

5.4,4 SoluUof} Four - Builc/ Trust 

The Grade 6s in School C challenged me in ways I had never experienced. I could never 

trust them to carry a drama - especially not as a class. I worked hard to establish a liking 

for drama and for me as their drama teacher, trust in each other and some degree of 

interpersonal communication - to listen to each other. I am sure I had some success in 

these areas, as by the end of our eight weeks together, many students expressed dismay 

that I would no longer be teaching them. However, the class as a whole still could not 

10 A drama student who had come in to role playa character in the story of the girl who killed her 

brother. 
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successfully participate in a drama. Group work was the only way I could get 80 - 90 

percent of them involved in what was happening. Class work could only sustain the 

group's attention for about five minutes before half became distracted and rowdy to the 

extent that those who were participating could not hear what was being said. As I did not 

trust them to carry their share of a process that was scary for me, I did not allow myself to 

step into that space with a group of children for whom the energy may be wasted. On the 

other hand, if drama was scary for them, how could they be expected to step into the 

imaginary if they did not trust their classmates or teacher? 

This need for trust was reinforced through my experiences as a student this year. (I was 

learning about learning as a student and as a teacher.) In working with my supervisor, the 

greater gains occurred once a relationship had been built, once trust had grown. 

If seems like only ClNet CI// this time hClve I /eCltf}t how to get the hest li-om OUt 

meet;t7gs. ()oUtf}CI/ Nov 11) 

I had spent our time together listening and taking notes, with interactions becoming more 

and more beneficial as the year progressed. It brings to mind theories on 

language learning and how children spend time observing and listening 

before attempting to speak. For learning to be maximized, I needed to 

build my belief and trust not only in drama, but in the learners I was 

teaching and in the supervisors I was learning from. Trust is a belief that 

is rarely immediately assumed. It usually takes time to grow and the 

more it is nurtured, the greater the potential for learning. 

In order to build trust, co-operation is needed. The noise I tolerated in 

School C did not allow for this. A complex set of circumstances led to 

my greater tolerance of their noise; I was over-sensitive to my 

tendency to control as they were to being controlled. This 
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greater tolerance of noise was not beneficial to me learning about drama in the long run 

although I did learn about myself. It was an experiment and a mistake (lesson) that I 

learnt from. I now believe that if behaviour is controlled it allows me to hand over 

control of the drama in the lesson. 

5.5 In conclusion, 

The difficulty of working with the Grade 6s in School C resulted in my forgetting, or not 

feeling confident enough, to use much of what I had learnt. It is not that learning through 

doing is unsuccessful l1
, since I was learning (and did learn) from my experiences; the 

group was different - in their experiences with drama and with each other. The situation 

highlighted the aspect of thresholds that Heathcote describes. Much like Maslow's 

hierarchy of needs, there seems to be a hierarchy of needs as a teacher. If the base 

needs are not met, it is impossible to move on to develop and work with higher needs, 

either those of the learners or the teacher. The noise level and general show of 

disinterest exceeded my threshold levels such that I was unable to go into areas (such as 

believing in the imaginary) where I did not feel entirely comfortable, and ended up 

learning about other things, particularly my thresholds. 

Through accurately imagining situations we are more eager to tackle those we think we 

can succeed in and less eager with those in which we think we will fail. Although one of 

my goals in drama was to develop the imagination of my learners, I had to learn to 

develop and work with mine in order to help them work with theirs. To step into the 

imaginary, I had to believe, and taking on a role was suggested. Using a pivot helped me 

and my learners with this, as did building our belief slowly through the senses in a well 

planned step-by-step manner. Good planning involves spending time trying to accurately 

II Note how we learn from doing things over and over, doing it once or twice does not mean we 

have successfully learnt. Through repetition it becomes part of our automatic behaviour. Often 

people will spend a whole lifetime making the same mistake again and again. 
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imagine possible scenarios and ways of dealing with them. And finally only with mutual 

trust could we step into the scary spaces in which learning happens. 
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chqpter 6 Mistqkes Clnd Leqrning 

6.1 The Moment of q Mist<lke 

The challenging thing about learning how to do something while doing it, is handling 

mistakes. Flying along the glassy curve of a wave, on the edge of my board, I am in awe 

of the beauty and smooth speed, when I get the feeling I am slipping too far down the 

slope. As I realise and try to adjust (if there is time) by holding the edge of my board up 

higher, things seem to slow down and then flash by as, in a split second, the wave hits 

the edge of my board. SMASH - and I am tumbling and somersaulting in a roar of 

churning white water. I hold my breath 

r e - I a x and wait 

for the wave to let me uP for some air. If the wave is a big barrell\ I may be lucky 

enough to come up for a gasp as I get sucked down again waiting for the motion to pass, 

starting to But I have always come up again, and quickly looked to see that there 

was not another wave about to crash on my head, in which case I usually suck as much 

air as I can and dive deep. Otherwise, grab my board, hop on and start paddling out, 

making a note of what not to do next time while savouring the pleasure of the part that 

worked well. The paddle back out gives me the chance to think about what went wrong 

and usually, if I am lucky, to try again on another wave that day. 

With a drama class - a chance to slow down and reflect on what is going wrong and 

how to fix it is quite rare, or a skill I have not yet developed. I may see what is going 

wrong as it happens but the wave will not let me out. Often I am not sure what went 

wrong. Alii can do is make a mental note to do it differently next time, but the problem 

with waves, as with classes of learners is that they are different every time. In this chapter 

I meditate on some waves where things went wrong and how I learnt from them. 
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6.2 To (be) Wqtch(ed) 

In my first lesson (at School A) I had expected certain responses, but had no plan for 

dealing with them. I had planned only for what I intended doing. In opening myself to 

the whims of my classes, as one does with drama, I thought there could be no predicting 

what would emerge, and thus no preparation for how to deal with it. 12 I realised the 

need to plan for all possibilities in order to increase available resources, especially in the 

early stages, although I know that finding the time for this is often impossible. As such, 

with the vast possibilities in teaching (drama in particular), much learning happens on the 

job (rather than in the imaginative planning, behind the books or in the lecture theatre) 

and this is where experience makes such a difference. A vast amount is learnt from every 

lesson. With experience comes a range of options for various (although not all) 

situations. Without experience in either drama or teaching with drama, I went through 

some struggles alongside some wonderful lessons. 

6.2.1 The Outsk/e Perspedive 

A Fll'st GrGlqe Children 11 

, I tolq the story oFhowthe Pled Piper, 'lngry Glt not being PGlid, hGlc1 gOlle bGlck 

: intothetowil S<juGlreGlnd pL~yed ;;mothertunewhlch hGld brought'liithe 

. c~;ldrell out, to the sou tClpplng, h'1nds cl'1pping '1nd Hilgers clckillg, 

'1 nq led them '1WCly From the vii then hCld '1 brieF d iscUSSIOr) '1 bout whGlt 

roles they would like to plGlY, m'1iority w'1ntillg to be the pClrelits (Cllthough I 

hCld pl'llilled on them beillg the After some more discussion, we 

Clgreed thClt they would First play childrell being led aw'ly 'lnd thell the 

pClrelits. I stood up, put 011 my Piper hClt Clnd lifted the pipe to my mouth. 

I 5'1W one little boy st'lrt to rise '15 glClnced atthe others who Followed suit I 

tumed and stClrteq movllig oft, stili pl'lYlng the Auk 

12 I see the contradiction here although I did not notice it at the time. 
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In this situation, I believe I (re)acted appropriately out of my own resources in the 

moment. I n our discussion afterwards, Liz poi nted out the' dramatic moment' as the first 

boy got to his feet, and told me that I should have held on to it, paused in the moment, 

created some dramatic tension, before turning and walking. I realised something I had 

not seen. At that point, I had thought in my excitement that turning and walking was just 

the right thing to keep the drama going (well). I did not even recognise it as a dramatic 

moment u ntH talking about it afterwards when the warm excitement of the moment was 

an easy feeling to recall. To have someone with experience point out the value, the 

dramatic potentia" opened a door I did not see. This was a big step in my learning about 

teaching with drama. Perhaps with some serious reflection on the events of that class, I 

may have come to that realisation on my own - but I believe the chances are slim. 

The following example of learning about elements of drama also reveals the amount of 

knowledge needed to teach using drama. 

School C Gr'1de 6 Schol'1l's Lesson 6 Sept 9 

After '1 countdown '1nd Freeze, I told '111 groups to come '1rounq Group 1 to 

look '1ttheir picture. I gqve Group 1'1 countqown '1nq they Froze. The Gr'1qe 65 

I 
i said whqtthey saw and I then told them they could ask people in the picture 

I questions, which they did. Gay w'lnted to know why the robots were ~cing 

i e'lch other '1od not the Qr. I '1sked iFthe girl W'15 running straighttowqrds the 
I 

C'1r - to which they replied that she was running to the robot where she would 

turn '1t1d cross the ro¥l. 
I 

Group 3 did cjemorJstr'1tion, which Proceeded velY il'1l'ly to the hrst 

• one, with guesses then a Few questiolls G'1Y commented '1 ftelw<1rch th<1tthere 

W'15 a very nice Feeling of movement in their reo As Group 4 st'1rted Gay 

commentea on the use of ~cl<11 expression as well '15 the nice movement 
I 
! th'1t cre'1ted some mystery th'1t we w'lnted to know '1 bout - there W'15 

! something extr'1 in the story (three people, From the crashed QI', running '1W'1y 

I With the money). One boy in the grouP Clsked the l'1mppost why he W'1S bent 

I CiFthe driver had not hit him yet)? 
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Learning to teach using drama, in the moment when we (the class, Gay and I) were 

assessing Grade 6s' work, I continually had difficulty recognising good techniques. 

Having Gay point them out started me wondering how I could learn to know all the 

elements of drama such that I can point them out for learners. I think that getting caught 

up in the teaching of the lesson prevents me from being able to assess the dramatic 

value of certain moments. Perhaps if I can take my time and breathe and sense (look, 

listen, feel) where the dramatic potential lies, I may, with some reading, come to learn 

how to highlight these elements and use them better. On the other hand, without an 

external catalyst such as Gay or Liz, I wonder what chance I would have? I believe their 

expertise has been crucial to my learning. 

6.2.2 It i5 Gillec/ q Cool Strip 

In most teaching contexts an outside observer can pinpoint things a teacher is not 

conscious of, and can help point one in the direction of new areas of growth. Heathcote 

talks about this as the "cool strip" that someone outside drama will have, just by virtue of 

them being outside. She also suggests teachers work at developing their own "cool 

strip" for learning as well as coping in the moment. This is similar to the little bird (a 

separate part of your consciousness) sitting on your shoulder observing your actions that 

John Mason talks about in the Discipline of Noticing. It is an awareness that enables 

noticing: what is a problem in the class and with my teaching; what is good; what works 

and then (crucially) why did it work. If I notice or realise with hindsight - I can turn to an 

expert either in the form of literature, other experienced people, who may be prepared 

to sit and observe, or I can try to analyse it until I find some illumination on my own. 

Discussions with peers are another possible avenue of learning. If, however, I do not 

notice, if I am not aware, little or no improvement can come about unless someone 

watching not only notices, but can also point out the problems without me defensively 

shutting myself off. 
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6.2.3 Finding My Coo/5trlp 

What I am aiming for is noticing while it is happening so that I can attempt to change 

what is happening and gain the full benefit at once. To do this involves weighing up the 

feasible options and their possible versus desired outcomes in the moment. This takes 

quick thinking and assessment, which must improve with practice. It also requires having 

a few possible solutions on hand. So with the moments I have noticed, I work at 

gathering gambits for better and more possible (re)actions in future situations. 

6.3 WCltchiog MySelF 

6.3.1 Just Do It 

The following is an example of how I reacted in a moment when unsure of myself: 

, School C GrGlde 6 SChOiGlrs Lesson 5 Sept 2 

I stGlrted explaining Alibi, Gl game in which one is Gl detective cmd the 

others in the group all pretend to one person GlS the detective questions 

I them Glbout Gl crime Glnd they try to keep the story consistent Glnd plausible. 
I 

f GGly suggested we demonstrate, with me as the detective and her role-plGlying 
I 

i the lea mers. 

I 
Me: 

GGly: 

where were you on FndGly night? 

At home 
I 
~ Me: Who WGlS there? 

I Gay· (as she moved position saying leamer-two) My pGlrents. 

Me And whGlt were you doing? 

: GGly: (GlsleGlrnerthree) Watching TV 

i Me: WGls Glnyone else there? 
1 

GGly: le'lrner Four) Simon 

Me: n Simon verifY the story? 

. GGly: (GlS leGlmer 5) Yes. I Glm Simon 

I PGlused Gl bit confusec1 Glnd the GrGlde 6s SGlt quietly, one ortwo SGlid, Nohl" 
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knew something was wrong, but coulq not put my on it - nor 

know what to qo next I turned to the Graqe 65 hoping they had got 

I had tried to qemonstrate regarqless of my conFusion and asked them to 

continue. However I would usually aqvlse student teachers to hanq it back to 

the learners at this point: let many minds help you but in the moment I could 

not low my own advice 

I find it interesting that I ignored my confusion in the moment and continued with the 

class regardless. I sensed the mistake, but being unable to identify itwhilst busy teaching, 

I moved on. Gay had surprised me by suggesting a demonstration and I was a little 

nervous, feeling like I was on the spot - a threat to my dominance, my aura of control/ 

superiority? What if I did it wrong, what if I could not do it? Amazing how the effect of 

surprise put me under pressure. I think my brain is like a muscle and that quick mental 

reflexes are not only a talent, but also something I can develop, although I feel like my 

muscles are stiff and inflexible. In that moment, however, there was little space for 

negative thoughts; I had to 'just do it', and did, feeling pressure to come up with another 

good question after each answer. Then when somethi ng felt wrong, agai n there was that 

nervous confused feeling from the pressure of everyone watching. 

Ot Admit Fqu/t 

I think that ideally I would be able to see what wasn't working and discuss it - but I do 

not expect to be superhuman and even Gay got it wrong without realising it initially. 

With hindsight though I realise I could have handed it to the Grade 6s by admitting to 

them that I thought something was not right, THAT I DID NOT KNOW WHAT IT WAS, 

and I needed their help. This would also have given Gay and me the time to work out 

what was wrong. Gay had suggested earlier in the same class that I admit to them that I 

did not think what we were doing was working. At the time I found reasons not to do 

this: I did not see a need for 'such 

drastic action' which I felt would 

);> I have em bra ceq mistakes as the best way 
to learn in my surfing but why do I avoiq it 
at all costs in my teaching? 
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interrupt the direction and flow. I still wonder, though, if it is related to a strong 

reluctance to admit to learners what I perceive as my failure. There is a whiff of the 

dominance and control issue here again. I wonder if it also has to do with my image of 

powerful people never being at fault or admitting to fault? I wonder if I have absorbed 

this at a subconscious level and find myself responding to a hidden belief that I should 

not admit fault? It could also be about trust. I may need to trust people before I can 

admit any fault? The need to be the "AII-knowing!! teacher always in control emerges in 

insidious ways. Learning to let go of this - especially in the moment when something 

feels wrong - will surely allow for a greater range of responses to challenges in teaching 

and better learning. 

6.3.3 RelClx 

Not trying to be 'all-knowing' seems to be about a flexibility that should go hand-in-hand 

with letting go of a determination to enforce my will (authority). This flexibility to go-with-

the-flow demands a relaxation, an allowing of feeling, time for breathing, even admitting 

to needing time to think (by simply doing it) which is not something I often do mid-class, 

unless learners' attention is focused elsewhere. This ability is necessary in drama to gain 

the perspective needed to be able to "make a situation meaningful from within for the 

participants rather than just out\vardly seeming to be of meaning" (Heathcote in Johnson 

and O'Neil 1984, p.36). It is like being able to use the particular to reveal the general 

and thereby illuminate the significance for learners. I don't seem to be able to do this on 

the spot at the moment and look to relaxing to help me learn. 

6.4 Take Note an4 Gather Gambits 

Control was the first issue I noticed and starting working with. Knowing control is an 

issue for me presents a few possible areas for work to make it less of an issue and more 

a point of growth. What becomes interesting is when I notice myself controlling or 

wanting to control a moment. How should I react? How do I change tack mid-stream? 

How do I avoid over-correcting as I may have been doing at School C? If the only 
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certain place to stand is with myself, then perhaps I was not over-correcting. Utilising 

what I know I assessed the condition of the class in relation to a dominant teacher 

asserting control and realised that was not the way to follow here. I responded to the 

clues they gave, such as not following, not even acknowledging and blatantly disobeying 

my requests, pleas, orders. I was sure of my assessment and happy to pursue my goals 

although not sure of how to do so. I found ways to tackle most issues encountered in 

my research, but this one still has unanswered questions. With hindsight I thought that 

finding the right subject matter, by asking the learners, was a possible approach but 

more time was needed. Carrying this question forward in my mind will hopefully lead to 

future solutions. 

The main gambits in improving my coping in the moment involved consulting available 

literature in planning, and reflecting to gather gambits for future action. Reading relevant 

literature has helped with issues I had already taken note of, for example, language 

teaching - when and how to correct mistakes. Having read and been impressed at how 

Heathcote!3 handled a certain situation, I (re)acted in the following way with the first 

grade children. 

A First Grqde Children Lesson 8 May 23 

<1 

<1 p<1 rent then - <1 dog, l<1stly - q king orqueen. For m<1ny 

greeting Wq5 the Sqme <15 the previous one. I wqtched them g 

king until I SqW one little girl curtseying qnd I stopped the group to 

compliment her qnd qsk herto show them how we!lshe greeted the 

Mqny laughed when she curtseyed but I pr<1ised her and qsked i(they knew 

rtsey" . 

13 A young boy reports finding 'a never-ending hall'; '''A never-ending hall?' Heathcote 

slowly. 'That sounds marvellous for an orphanage.' Then musingly, she upgrades the language: 

'Hmmm, a never-ending corridor.'" (Wagner 1979 p. 102) 
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I told the boy his answer was right, although I repeated what he had said with the 

correct pronunciation. I could have asked him to repeat it, but I think that having the 

whole class repeat it would have done the same thing and more. In this situation I had a 

good idea of how to fulfil the moment having internalised a gambit that I thought was 

good. Heathcote's tactic impressed me as I was already searching for a solution to this 

type of situation. I doubt whether my reading about it would have hit home were I not 

already sensitive to this issue. Based on this experience I conclude that the effectiveness 

of reading about how others solve problems is most effective and lasts longest when 

one is already aware and enquiring about a similar problem. I believe that I have read of 

many ways to deal with other drama issues that come up, but having never dealt with 

them, clever options pass me by and do not become part of my resources until I search 

for a solution. Even then I may still have to use a tactic a few times before it becomes a 

resource. 

In another situation -

School A First Gr<1de ren Lesson 7 M~y 16 

I ~sked for some ide<1s ofwhqt mommies d~ddie5 do for you. The children 

responded with; love you, buy you clothes, spoil you with he<1ts, Fix your bike, 

qnd mqke you porridge. Then we ~cted some o(them out. 

One boysqid, 'Toys" 'lnd 50 I 'lsked him wh'lt'lbouttoys, one ofthe others 

('ll out, 'They can buy you toys'! I ignored him and gavethe First boy some 

to explain himself He seemed to shrink a bit in to his body and 

. "Have toys" I thoughtthatthat must be the extent o(hls English ityand 

In the second example I left the boy without correcting or pressuring him any further. I 

am sure he was very uncomfortable and I would hate to increase his fear of speaking 

English. I had no idea how to deal with this situation and had to leave it there, hoping to 

find a possible option later, by keeping it in mind. 
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6.5 Perspective 

With surfing I have experienced frustration trying to learn through experimentation 

alone. There have not been enough 

similar waves to 

experiment with. Often when trying to learn 

» How much experimentation With 
iearnerS can be justified? 

something, perspective in the form of some else's 'cool strip' was what was needed. But, 

again the question arises, as teachers alone in classrooms with little time for extra 

reading, how do we find solutions when problems arise and drift away almost as quickly, 

only to be repeated again and again? Talking to colleagues is one option that I have 

used with recurring problems. Reading or having someone watch you can help with 

issues that arise at that time. Certainly noticing and recording events will help maintain 

sensitivity to finding a solution. Teaching should never be a solitary occupation; 

otherwise we are left with experimenting and gut instinct. Simply seeing learners as 

valuable contributors to lessons, lesson structure and direction will bring other 

perspectives into a class. This involves occasionally admitting fault, regularly recognising 

learners' abilities and viewpoints and then asking them for help. 
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Ch2lpter 7 B2lck on the Beqch 

At last I am back on the beach. This time the ocean is behind me and the electricity in 

my veins is not generated by apprehension. Now it is radiating outwards. There is less 

contained nervousness about it and more of the un-containable exhilaration of finishing 

something amazing. With the taste of salt on my skin, the soars and the tumbles still 

reverberate. 

When I stood on the beach planning this venture into the ocean, I saw myself catching 

perfect waves. I imagined flying up and down huge peeling waves, sending spray flying 

as I carved beautiful arcs. I did not think about the paddle out, or having to duck dive big 

sets. , was not concerned about figuring out different types of waves and' certainly did 

not think' would have to do it the way someone else told me to. Alii would have to do 

is be aware in the moment; observing while enjoying the ride. 

7.1 The Le<lrning in Te<lching 

My experience was: 

• Context is crucial. 

While surfing is wonderfully solitary, teaching cannot be done without others. Surfing 

may be complex in its own right but classrooms are infinitely more so; they involve 

people, who are all complex individually and so much more in combination. Different 

learners bring different teaching and learning experiences. When my base needs are not 

met, when my thresholds are challenged, , cannot venture into areas' want to explore, 

either for myself or for the learners. It may be worth pausing all other aims until' can 

ensure my thresholds are met. However, , recognise that sometimes a different focus 

can achieve desired goals. Perhaps if I had found the right topic (one that would have 

sucked in all the learners) at School C, I would have been able to get past struggling with 
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my thresholds and into areas of learning for everyone. 

• I have to get to know my self in relation to others. 

Although waves can each be different, they do not affect one another nor do they change 

in response to me. So, while my influence in the water is minimal, in the 

classroom it is pivotal. My awareness while being exposed to control also 

helped me see how I react to authority. I realised my tendency to bow to 

superiors even to the detriment of my goals. My reluctance to question or 

even engage authorities is something in myself I would like to change and 

hence carry it for.,yard for further work. 

I need to be present in my experience but I also need to be able to tap into 

The co
emergence that 
happens in the 
interactional 
space between 
students and 
teacher and their 
environment 
through drama is 
the creation and 
realization of 
knowledge. 
(Fels 1995) 

the outside perspective of experts (supervisors, peers, books, even learners), who provide 

not only different views but also mirrors in which I can see things about my self. Through 

being aware I noticed aspects I could work at to improve my teaching and accelerate my 

learning. Although becoming immersed in my learning and teaching experiences is all 

consuming and almost larger than life, by trying to keep a part of me separate and 

observing, wa(y)ves that I cannot see from the surface may be seen from above. 

• My level of fitness mattered more than I thought 

I underestimated the skills needed to teach using drama. I assumed that I would be able to 

learn to surf from watching others do it well. But that was in my mind and as "Merleau-

Ponty suggests the body is that which renders the mind and world inseparable" (Davis 

1996, p.9). When I tried to connect the world with what was in my mind, through my 

body, I discovered the gaps. Although I imagined opening different perspectives on the 

world to help learners come to new understandings, I found that I had to focus on 

acquiring the skills needed to use drama in my teaching before I could get near this goal. 

The most obvious need was for good planning, not only for what is to be taught, but for 

every foreseeable alternative that the learners may throw into the equation. I was also 
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shown how important it is to believe in what I ask the learners to imagine. Techniques to 

help this involve using a pivot, going slowly into the imaginary, taki ng small steps and using 

the senses to carefully build roles. In the surf, unless conditions are very difficult, you 

always spend time watching the ocean, looking for waves, feeling the sun, tasting the 

water, absorbing the day, breathing and waiting. Drama too is a sensory experience that 

takes time, and the steps should be honoured for the full rewards to be granted. I now see 

the value in those steps, having read what Linds sees as a need to unlearn mindlessness, to 

relearn sens(e)ation, "Theater requires us to be in the moment. In order to achieve this we 

need to resensitize, we need to awaken the memory of our senses, to reconnect with 

theses senses, these muscles and this body. The body begins to speak through sound and 

movement" (Linds 2001, p.20). I believe the learners and I enjoyed touching our senses. 

The difficulties experienced in acquiring skills, and the energy spent on it meant that the 

possibilities that drama offers for which I was aiming could not easily be accessed. 

Miller and Saxton (2001), in talking about introducing teachers to Drama as a 

methodology and their method, found that after their initial reluctance to give a detailed 

lesson plan to students, they started doing so and saw that students responded very well 

to a support structure such that they could move away from it at a later stage as needed. 

The editors of Unfolding Bodymind discuss this issue (2001 pp.11-12); Linds asks, "Do we 

have to know how to work in a conventional structure ... before we can venture forth 

into new worlds of possibility?" Brent Hocking says, "We need to challenge conventional 

understanding of structure and see them as dynamic bodies of experience with fluid 

boundaries"; while Johnna Haskel ponders that "Maybe boundaries are sites of tension 

or interactions rather than things we must achieve or acquire." I believe that lacking such 

structure increased my need to control learner's behaviour in order to limit the number 

of phenomena I was dealing with. I could not focus and cope adequately with 

everything I was confronted with. Limiting the behaviour I was dealing with helped me 
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focus on other dramatic elements, so that I could move into areas of possibility. I had 

wanted to dive in and do my own thing initially, but I now wonder whether more 

structure would have helped. I know I would have had to understand the reasoning 

behind it in order to accept it. I would hope that as my drama skills grow so I will learn 

how to deal with (and better yet) sideline behaviour issues by drawing learners into the 

drama of the lesson and, where necessary, disciplining or calling learners' attention and 

behaviour to order through the drama. 

7.2 The Use of Theory 

The theories of enactivism and drama in education were what motivated me to take up 

this study. There is value in that alone. 

• Reading is not enough to learn 

Theories of enactivism were re-enforced by my having to learn, through doing, what I 

thought I already knew and could easily do. learning was not achieved by thinking, and 

reading about drama in education· it had to be enacted. While I saw learning as a linear 

progression, from experience, it was more complex than that. While I did learn from 

experiences, different contexts that challenged other parts of my being and teaching 

could negate what I thought I had learnt. The influence of different aspects of my 

environment was a challenge and a benefit. My learning was diverted when my 

thresholds were not met, but accelerated when fresh insight was revealed. Aspects of 

myself I would never have believed existed were revealed through others in a co

emergence. The control tendency I can only explain as part of my history or biological 

constitution; as a result of how I was nurtured (seeing nurturing as a natural 

phenomena). Even if the longest lasting effect of this research is my being more aware in 

the future, then I believe the theories I have looked through will have proved their use. 
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I liked the hermeneutic circle I found in my study for the circular and often serendipitous 

contributing factors, but the interweaving strands were confusing at times. It set the 

scene for my first challenge in this dissertation; clarifying my focus both practically and 

theoretically. This was complicated because the direction and goals emerged through 

the teaching, learning and research; in other words they could not be planned 

beforehand. The multitude of interpretations that hermeneutics brings out meant that I 

couldn't end with a cut and dried conclusion, but many possibilities for future action. 

7.3 The Vse or My Methodology 

• Perspective isn't easy 

My methodology called for self-awareness but being in the water I sometimes struggled 

to see the waves for all the water. Raising my awareness by becoming more conscious 

in every moment paid off in the amount I learnt about myself through being aware of 

others but with embedded awareness of action I found it difficult to separate myself 

from events to gain some perspective, especially with writing it up. I initially set out to 

use the Discipline of Noticing alone but found so much going on in every lesson, I could 

not focus on a moment or t"vo. This was also revealed in my recording of information, I 

sometimes found it difficult to separate and distinguish between moments, journal 

recordings and thoughts around my work. The DoN was particularly useful in providing 

a framework for the analysis of my research. The use of action research was 

underscored when group work and peer observation ended and I realised how much I 

had benefited while it was going on. 

While doing a dissertation in a such a way that I could not find another one similar was a 

big step out of the comfort zone of others to follow and support me, studying what I 

believed would be of the most benefit in a way that underscored my experience 

provided the most wondrous journey. I have been reluctant to end it particularly as it will 
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end the pleasure I have gained from learning this way. I hold on to the fact that it has 

given me the skills to continue my learning although the dissertation ends. 

The fabric of my understanding has changed and although I may not have definite 

answers, I do have a range of options for future situations and many questions I will be 

asking myself in similar situations. Hermeneutics allows a vast number of interpretations 

of experience, and simple lessons are sparse. 

There is something unique about surfing; in fact there are many exceptional things about 

it. A friend once put it very aptly when he said, "I wish I could just put you on a board, 

on a wave, so that you could feel what it is like, because words are nothing in 

comparison to that feeling." And yet I can still compare it to teaching because there is 

something so unique about it. It is hard to put your finger on it, let alone explain it. There 

is the hard work to get to the goodies. Many forget the goodies and give up because the 

work of finding good surf, donning the wetsuit, braving the water, getting fit are all 

barriers that make good excuses. And likewise with teaching, the barriers and difficulties 

sometimes become too much for a teacher. But it's the magic moments, the 'aha' 

moments of learning and teaching that sustain. With surfing, one of them is sitting on a 

board, out at the backline, looking around. The clarity of the water, coldness, colour, the 

sky, the mountains, the peace, freshness of the moment is so clear, here and now. There 

may be other surfers around but fundamentally it is you and nature. The challenge is all 

you make of it. 
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Sw.(Ungo 

Backline Point in the ocean where the bigger waves start breaking 

Barreler A wave that does not crumble onto itself, but curves around, 

making a hollow barrel. 

Beach Break Surf-able waves breaking on the sand of a beach 

Duck-dive To force your board and body (head -first) underneath an 

approaching wave. 

Dumped To be picked up and thrown down again by a wave. 

Face The smooth slope of a wave just in front of where it is breaking. 

Glassy Water that is smooth as glass. 

Impact zone An area where big waves are breaking and a surfer has to duck-dive 

Kook 

Up 

Paddle 

Reef 

Rip 

Set 

Sucking 

many waves, leaving little time to paddle out of the zone. 

An inexperienced surfer. 

The tip of the wave that curves over and breaks the wave. 

The swimming motion done with arms on a board. 

Rock under the ocean causing the waves to break. 

A current flowing outwards from the shore. 

A group of waves, bigger than the average size, recurring regularly. 

A wave that becomes sharply concave before and while breaking. 

Take-off (point) The ideal spot to start riding a wave. 

Wetsuit A neoprene (rubber) suit worn to keep you warm in icy water. 

White water The foam of a breaking wave (not as good for surfing as the face of 

the wave) 
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